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Scott Wilson Share Dealings Commence
At 8am on Wednesday 15 March share dealings commenced for Scott Wilson Group plc. This landmark event was celebrated at a
ceremony at the London Stock Exchange that morning and at functions across the Group.
The start of share trading marked the end of a very long process that began some three years ago. Many people have contributed
to the very considerable effort that has been required and my thanks and congratulations to them all.

This Week's Headlines
Share Dealings Commence
Scott Wilson Transportation
Sustainable Consumption

Most importantly, this flotation represents a very exciting time in the continuing development of Scott Wilson. We believe that the
flotation significantly strengthens Scott Wilson’s balance sheet, thereby financing organic growth and facilitating further selective
acquisitions. We expect it will enable Scott Wilson to accelerate its growth and thereby sustain or improve its position amongst its
peers.
I look forward to working with all of you in taking Scott Wilson into an exciting future.
Geoff French, Group Chairman

Projects & Disciplines
Scott Wilson Transportation
Work has now begun on a marketing campaign to promote UK Central Division’s Transportation services. The campaign will promote our skills, resources and
experience in transport planning and aims to raise our profile in this important market sector.
The core message featured in our advertisements will be that Scott Wilson provides transportation planning consultancy from concept; through feasibility and design
studies; to implementation and post-implementation monitoring.
Transportation services are provided from three offices within our Region:
●
●
●

Birmingham office - contact Alan Crawford.
Manchester office - contact Clive Posford.
Matlock office - contacts Bill Gallear, Stuart Dungworth and Kevin Smith.
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The Transportation teams offer a wide range of services including:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Access strategies
Business case, feasibility studies and economic appraisal
Development and regeneration
Due diligence and expert witness
Junction options and design
Pedestrian/bicycle strategies
Accident investigation and prevention and road safety audits
Strategic transport planning advice
Sustainable transport
Town centre development
Transport modelling and micro-simulation
Traffic management and transport strategy
Transport assessments and travel plans

Cross selling of our Transportation services is an excellent way to generate more work from existing clients. Could Scott Wilson colleagues from other disciplines please
remember to promote our Transportation services whenever appropriate?
Contact Helen Dytkiewicz, UK Central Division Marketing, Chesterfield
top

Sustainable Consumption and Production Evidence Base Research Programme
Scott Wilson PED London team have won a research commission from DEFRA to investigate the environmental impacts of the UK’s
consumption of global commodities.

The overall aim of this research is to build a robust evidence base to aid Government in developing policies, which influence the international impacts of UK and EU
consumption. The research will look at the different stages of production of key commodities imported into the UK and assess the associated impacts within the
countries of origin. This will be complemented by the identification of voluntary initiatives and UK Government policies that are having either positive or negative effects
on these associated impacts of UK consumption. The result of the study will be a series of recommendations to DEFRA on future sustainable consumption initiatives and
intervention techniques that would minimise the UK’s environmental impact due to consumption.
We have involved renowned international specialists to add technical support to the research. These include the International Institute for Sustainable Development
(IISD), the Global Footprint Network (GFN) and WWF.
This work builds on our previous DEFRA commissions, including the project researching the link between UK consumption and the impacts on global biodiversity.
For more information please contact the Project Manager Alex White or the Project Director Jeremy Richardson
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People

We are pleased to announce that Dr Nizar Ghazireh has joined the Nottingham office as Technical Director.

After obtaining his PhD from Birmingham University, Nizar joined Atkins in 1991, where he spent several years as an Assistant Resident Engineer on highway projects in
the West Midlands, including Midland Links and the Black Country Route. He then specialised as a Geotechnical Engineer, including railway works on the Chiltern Line,
although he also supervised structural bridge repair works, site investigations and prepared contract documentation.
After joining the Tarmac Group in 1998, he progressed to become Research Manager & Chief Geotechnical Engineer, responsible for the overall management of
research projects and specialising in aggregates, recycling and concrete. His ability to forge collaborative links with Universities, Consultancies and Research bodies
within UK and Europe, enabled him to win external funding to offset Tarmac’s research costs. He holds several honorary posts including Honorary Fellow at the School
of Civil Engineering, Birmingham University and Visiting Professor of Geotechnical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, Coventry University.
Nizar’s appointment further strengthens the technical and managerial capability of the Materials Innovation section in Nottingham. His varied background will enable him
to develop a broader portfolio of “research consultancy”, and underpin our planned growth in this niche area, including work resulting from the Highways Agency
National Framework for R&D.
If you think Nizar can help on your project, please contact him on 0115 9077053.
top
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Basingstoke Planning and Environment are delighted to welcome Ruth Jones to the team.
Ruth graduated from Oxford with a BA in Geography and joined Capital Symonds as a Contaminated Land Consultant
undertaking site investigation and desk top studies. She returned to study and gained a MSc with distinction from
Imperial College London in Environmental Technology, specialising in Business and Environment. Between graduating
and joining Scott Wilson Ruth represented Great Britain at the World Triathlon Championships in Hawaii and
impressively finished in the top 50.

top

Birmingham Railway Office offer a warm welcome to Nilesh Patil into the Birmingham office Permanent Way section.
Nilesh joins us from Owen Williams Railways and brings with him five years’ design experience using MX Rail and
Microstation, along with numerous PWay skills that will strengthen the Birmingham office design capability.

top

Social and Community
Tony treks to the Roof of Africa
Tony O’Leary, our Business Development Manager for the East Midlands, is about to embark on the biggest challenge of his
life. In June he will be travelling to Marrakech to take part in the Morocco Mountain Trek for Scope, the charity for people
with cerebral palsy. Tony will be joining 70 people gathered from all walks of life from across the UK. They will trek for three
solid days up Mount Toubkal, North Africa’s highest peak at 4, 167m (13,660ft).
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Tony says, “During my time at Scott Wilson, I have travelled to many parts of Africa including Lesotho, Botswana and Tanzania. This will be my first trip to North Africa
and will, undoubtedly, be my greatest challenge. I know that I will have to train for this event so I have started a plan for gradually increasing the length and difficulty of
my walks, which will take me to Snowdon, the Lake District and The Highlands of Scotland. I have pledged to raise £1,400. Scope is one of the largest disability charities
in the UK and I want to support their work, particularly for children with cerebral palsy.”
Tony needs all the help he can get to reach his fundraising target. “Scott Wilson has offered to donate up to £750 which will get me off to a flying start but I still have a
long way to go," says Tony, adding "so I need further sponsorship to help Scope continue its important work”
You can sponsor Tony by visiting his website – www.justgiving.com/tonyoleary and click “sponsor me now” or contact him direct on 07977 531306. If you would like
more information about the events run by Scope, then call 0800 019 1200 or go to www.scope.org.uk/adventures/.

top

London Marathon - 23rd April
I shall be running in this year's London Marathon, and would like everyone in Scott Wilson to sponsor me in this endeavour.
Martin Smith's 'Raffle You Don't Want to Win' at the Railways Christmas dinner raised £30 for the Lavender Trust. That was my suggestion, due to my daughter being
diagnosed with breast cancer at the age of 26. The Lavender Trust, part of Breast Cancer Care (charity No 1017658) provides specialist support for younger women with
breast cancer.
To make sponsoring easy, I've set up a web page at www.justgiving.com/mozart. Using this link will go straight to my page, where you can see a photo of a gorgeous
girl! It's a secure site, and UK tax payers can raise their donation by 28% without paying any more! So please remember to take a look, and make your mark.
Alternatively, email me (John.Raper@scottwilson.com) with details of your sponsorship.
I shall be sending a couple of emails reminding you nearer the time. Please accept my apologies if you have already donated by then.
Contact John Raper, Swindon

top
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Jobs

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Graduate/Assistant Graduate - Basingstoke Office. Grade 1.2 / 2.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS 203/06.
Chartered Structural Engineer - Basingstoke Office. Grade 3.1. Ref No: UKS208/06
Principal Civil Engineer - Basingstoke Office. Grade 4.1 Ref No: UKS213/06
Senior Civil Engineer - Basingstoke Office. Grade 3.2 Ref No: UKS214/06
Civil Engineer – Water - Basingstoke Office. Grade 3.1 Ref No: UKS215/06
Civil Engineer – Water - Mansfield Office. Grade 3.1 Ref No: UKS216/06
Water Engineer – Mechanical - Basingstoke Office. Grade 3.1 Ref No: UKS217/06
Water Engineer - Electrical - Basingstoke Office. Grade 3.1 Ref No: UKS218/06
Geotechnical Anaylst - Basingstoke Office. Grade 21./2.3 . Ref No: UKS219/06
Project Manager - Hong Kong. Grade 3.2. Ref No: UKS201/06
Senior Aquatic Ecologist - Basingstoke Office. Grade 3.1/3.2. Ref No: UKS222/06

For full details please contact Ruth Eskdale, Basingstoke and quote the relevant reference number.

●

Senior Surveyor – York. Ref No: SWR75

For full details please contact Amanda Haines, Swindon and quote the relevant reference number.

●

Team Leader for the Planning & Environment team based in Basingstoke. Grade 4.2. Ref No: UKS230/06. This job is being advertised internally only.

For full details please contact Nicola Baker.

●

Temporary Assistant Computing Engineer – Basingstoke. Ref no: IT/01/06

For full details please contact Lynda Skipper and quote the relevant reference number.

Please ensure you have advised your current line manager before formally applying for any of the above positions. Applications should be sent to the relevant contact by
e-mail, quoting the Job Title shown, with a copy of your most recent CV, SW Grade/Salary and any additional information to support your application.

To view all jobs at Scott Wilson please visit the website www.scottwilson.com/jm/publish/ Please note that vacancies displayed on the website will not show internal
grade or division .
top

Buy and Sell
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Figurines For Sale
Click here for details

top

Ford Puma For Sale
Click here for details

top

Fiat Brava For Sale
Click here for details

top

Villa in Florida For Rent
Click here for details

top

Articles for Interchange
Articles should be submitted by close of business on Monday to Interchange@scottwilson.com
Articles must be no longer than 300 words and all pictures should be in JPEG or similar format. The contact, e-mail, and job title of the contributor should be submitted
with each article.
top
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Prospects Cup 2006

Issue 62

The Prospects Cup is an annual inter-firm business game for trainees in industrial, commercial, professional and public sector
organisations.

24/03/2006

The competition is designed to illustrate how the various parts of an organisation should work in harmony to achieve corporate
success, and enables those who take part to improve their skills in working as a group on a project with deadlines, to which all have
a contribution to make. Scott Wilson entered several teams who considered the competition to be a beneficial and enjoyable
experience.
Full Article

This Week's Headlines
Q83 Record Cards
New Procurement Rules
NCE Presentation
Transport Awards
Mezzanine Installations

Company News
Q83 Owner Driver Mileage Record Cards
With the current 2005/06 Tax Year ending on Wednesday 5 April all existing cards must be returned to Catherine Sutcliffe in Basingstoke to enable the P11D expenses
return to be prepared for submission to the Inland Revenue. The timetable for this is as follows: -

a)

Any outstanding mileage expense claims up to 5 April 2006 must be submitted to your cashier on or before Monday 10 April 2006.
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b)

All 2005/06 Q83 cards are to be returned to Catherine in Facilities Management Department, Basingstoke on or before Monday 17 April 2006.
The completed Q83 must show the Cumulative Totals for:
i)
Mileage

ii) Amounts Claimed

If you have NOT made a claim during the Tax Year your Q83 must be forwarded showing a NIL return. Where you have more than one vehicle
registered on the Scheme, separate Q83's must be forwarded with NIL returns where appropriate.
c)

Your new Q83 will be forwarded to you once Catherine receives your old card, which should clearly show your correct present location.

d)

It is essential that your Q83 be returned promptly. The Inland Revenue impose financial penalties on companies whose returns are not
received on time.

Contact Catherine Sutcliffe, Basingstoke

top

Projects & Disciplines
New Procurement Rules come into force
The UK regime governing procurement by public bodies and by utilities has been overhauled by the introduction of two new sets of regulations - The Public Contracts
Regulations 2006 and The Utilities Contracts Regulations 2006.
The new regulations consolidate and update the existing rules. They implement two corresponding EU Directives which were finalised in March 2004. The new rules
come into effect on 31 January 2006 - just in time to meet the deadline for implementation of the EU Directives.
The main changes for procurements by public bodies involve:
●
●
●

a wholly new "competitive dialogue" procedure designed for PFI/PPPs;
detailed rules on the use framework agreements; and
rules governing e-procurement, including the use of e-auctions.

The main changes affecting utility procurements involve:
●
●
●

the identity of bodies subject to the rules;
new rules on awarding contracts to ‘affiliated undertakings’; and
a new mechanism for utilities to seek exemption from the regulations

The new regulations also bring into force the requirement for a 10 day standstill period between notification of the award of a tender and entry into a contract with the
successful Tenderers in order to allow a realistic opportunity for third party challenges to be made. This implements the requirements deriving from the European Court’s
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decision in Alcatel (a case summary is available on request).
The text of the Public Contracts Regulations 2006 can be found by clicking here.
The text of the Utilities Contracts Regulations 2006 can be found by clicking here.
Contact Andrew Walters, Edinburgh

top

Presentation at NCE Conference
Anan Allos, Director for Transportation Planning and Infrastructure, gave a presentation at the New Civil Engineer Conference on The Future of Light Rail in the UK
which took place on 8 March 2006 in London. His paper was entitled 'Benchmarking of LRT Systems' and compared a number of attributes of European systems to the
UK, reviewing reasons for success and failure; and contrasted LRT with Bus Rapid Transit systems.
Thanks are due to Mark Gould of the London office and Paul Smith of the Manchester office who helped with inputs to the paper.
Contact Anan Allos, Basingstoke
top

London Transport Awards 2006
Please see below a 'flyer' for an entry to the London Transport Awards 2006. The submission is for Transport Team of the Year - St Pancras Blockade Project Team
with results scheduled to be announced on 4 April 2006.
IScott Wilson representatives were an integral part of this team (the SRA blockade steering group team) in achieving success for this project.
As project engineer and technical manager for Scott Wilson, Ron Seward highlighted the heavy reliance on teamwork and collective interpersonal and technical skills
required; a reliance that directly flowed from the collaborative efforts of many of our own personnel, each with their own specialist and skill sets, who were able to bring
together key ingredients from a number of different Scott Wilson offices when joining with other bodies represented within the SRA team. Their efforts have, in large part,
helped to achieve the recognised success of this project.
Please see attached pdf for more details.
Contact Ron Seward, Swindon
top

Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 / Town and Country Planning Act 1990
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Controls on Internal Mezzanine Installations
The Office of the Deputy Prime Minister has provisionally set 6 April 2006 as the date for implementation of its control on development involving the installation of
internal mezzanine floors for retail use.
The new proposals will mean that operations which have the effect of providing additional gross internal retail floorspace of more than 200 square metres will require
planning permission from the local planning authority. At or below the 200-square-metres threshold, internal-only alterations to buildings are still not classed as
"development" for the purposes of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 and, as at present, would not require planning permission.
Click here for full details
Contact Andrew Walters, Edinburgh
top

People

Scott Wilson Scotland & Ireland are pleased to announce the introduction of an exciting new regime in the Glasgow
office administration department.
Moyra Taylor and Pamela Watson recently commenced employment with us and have assumed the following roles:
Moyra (on the left) will be PA/Senior Secretary to Ronnie Hunter, CEO and Pamela (on the right) will be PA/Secretary to
Alan Frew, Director. Both will also provide support to our Engineering teams in the Glasgow office.
We would like to welcome them into the office and wish them all the best in their new roles.

top

Welcome to Lulu Watts who has joined Basingstoke Office as an Assistant Business Administrator for three departments:
Geotechnics, Ecology and ISD.
Before joining Scott Wilson Lulu worked as an administrative assistant for a small transport company.

top
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Welcome to Emily Nickless, BSc, FGS who has joined Scott Wilson’s Geotechniques team in the role of Geoenvironmentalist based in Basingstoke.
Before joining Scott Wilson, Emily worked as an environmental engineer gaining experience in contaminated land at a
consultancy based in Fareham.

top

Social and Community
Prospects Cup 2006
The Prospects Cup is an annual inter-firm business game for trainees in industrial, commercial, professional and public sector organisations. ‘Nestle’ and ‘Graduate
Prospects’, the UK’s leading provider of graduate publications ‘the Prospects Series’, sponsor the competition in association with the University of East Anglia. The
competition is designed to illustrate how the various parts of an organisation – marketing, manufacturing (operations), R&D etc should work in harmony to achieve
corporate success, and enables those who take part to improve their skills in working as a group on a project with deadlines, to which all have a contribution to make.
Scott Wilson, UK South Division entered 4 teams, or ‘companies’, in the competition. Civil Engineering was well represented in the competition by ourselves (Central
Division also entered several teams) and by our competitors – Buro Happold, Jacobs Babtie and MWH - to name but a few. 2 of our teams were based in London, 1 in
Mansfield and the other in Basingstoke. Each team consisted of four or five players, all of whom were on the Scott Wilson Graduate Development Programme.
Overall, the graduates who took part considered the competition to be a beneficial (each player is awarded 3 CPD days) and enjoyable experience and, though we do
not appear to have reached the lofty heights of the finals, we hope that there will continue to be an interest in this competition in future years.
Click here to read this article in full.
From Nikki Holloway, Training & Development Coordinator, UK South
(with contributions from the Graduates involved)

top

Happy New Year, Happy Norouz
Once again all Iranian employees of Scott Wilson celebrate Norouz, the ancient Persian New Year. Norouz is the celebration of spring
vernal equinox. This occasion has been renowned in one form or another by all the major cultures of ancient Mesopotamia and Persia.
Norouz with its uniquely Persian characteristics has been celebrated for at least 3,000 years.
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The oldest archaeological record for Norouz celebration comes from the Achaemenian period over 2,600 years ago. Persepolis (near Shiraz) was their spring residence
and the site for celebrating the New Year. Stone carvings show the king seated on his throne receiving his subjects, governors and ambassadors from various nations
under his control. They are presenting him with gifts and paying homage to him.
What we have today as Norouz goes back to the Sassanid period. They formed the last great Persian Empire before the advent of Islam. They believed the guardian
angels and spirits of the dead would come down to earth to visit humans. A major spring-cleaning was carried out to welcome them with feasts and celebrations.
Bonfires would be set on rooftops at night to indicate to the spirits and the angels that humans were ready to receive them.
Modern Iranians celebrate the New Year for 13 days. New garments are worn to emphasise freshness. This is very important since Norouz is a feast of hope and
renewal. The New Year starts at the exact time of the spring vernal equinox between the 20th and 21st of March. This year, vernal equinox occurred at 6.30pm UK time
on Monday 20 March 2006.
Happy New Year to all.
Contact Amin Shantia (Swindon) and Jamshid Soheili (London)

top

How can your old mobile earn money?
Easy! Through Mobile Phone recycling…..
Have you got an old mobile phone lying around at home not doing anything? Well if so then it could be helping needy children via the Scott Wilson Millennium Project’s
latest money raising initiative
So what do you need to do?
Just dig out your old phone(s) (which doesn’t even need to be in working order or complete with charger!) and send it along with your name to Emma Parsons,
International Division, Basingstoke.
Once received it will be sent off to Aurom Limited who apply a price per phone (dependent upon condition and make) and send all proceeds to the Scott Wilson
Millennium Project.
Entrusting old equipment to Aurom satisfies organisations that they have safely disposed of equipment with the added benefit of releasing valuable funds from handsets
which are no longer required. Aurom Environmental works to ensure that the minimum amount of waste occurs as a result of the recycling of handsets. The problems
associated with phones are firstly, the toxic content of the rechargeable battery and other components such as the LCD display and, secondly considerable amount of
world resources would be lost.
……and the added bonus is that the Scott Wilson Millennium Project will benefit by getting a donation per phone that is ‘recycled’. Everyone’s a winner!
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So hunt out those phones, send them to me and get raising money!!!
Scott Wilson Millennium Project – helping children smile across the miles!
Contact Emma Parsons, Basingstoke

top

Jobs

●
●
●
●

Holdings Accountant - Basingstoke (Ref number SWHL/01/06)
Administrator Group Secretariat - Basingstoke (Ref Number SWHL/02/06)
IT Support Team Leader - London (Ref Number Ref number IT/02/06)
Assistant IT Support Engineer - London (Ref Number IT/03/06)

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Lynda Skipper, Basingstoke and quote the relevant reference number.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Chartered/Senior Project Manager - Edinburgh Office - Ref No SWS&I01/06
Structural Engineer - Edinburgh Office - Ref No SWS&I02/06
Chartered Maritime Engineer - Edinburgh Office - Ref No SWS&I14/06
Senior Maritime Engineer - Edinburgh Office - Ref No SWS&I13/06
Civil Engineer - Renewable Energy - Edinburgh Office - Ref No SWS&I11/06
Senior Civil/Water Engineer - Edinburgh Office - Ref No SWS&I12/06
Traffic Engineer & Transportation Consultant - Glasgow Office - Ref No SWS&I10/06
Bridge Engineer - Glasgow Office - Ref No SWS&I15/06
Highway Engineer - Glasgow/Dublin Office - Ref No SWS&I16/06SWS&I17/06
Infrastructure Engineer - Glasgow/Dublin Office - Ref No SWS&I18/06SWS&I19/06

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Susie Edward, Glasgow and quote the relevant reference number.

●
●
●
●

Part Time Assistant Administrator - London Office. Grade 1.2 Vacancy Reference Number UKS232/06
Graduate Ecologist - Peterborough Office. Grade 1.2 Vacancy Reference Number UKS231/06
International Environmental Co-ordinator - London Office. Grade 2.2/2.3 Vacancy Reference Number UKS224/06
Senior Sustainability Consultant - Peterborough Office. Grade 3.1/3.2 Vacancy Reference Number UKS226/06

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Ruth Eskdale, Basingstoke and quote the relevant reference number.

Central Division currently have the following new vacancies: ●

Experienced Graduate/ Senior Technician (Design) - Matlock (ref. code C662)
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Senior Engineer (Design) - Matlock (ref. code C663)
Senior Engineer (Lighting) - Matlock (ref. code C664)
Principal Pollution Control Specialist/Process Engineer - Chesterfield/Nottingham (ref. code C665)
Senior/Principal Waste Management Engineer - Chesterfield/Nottingham (ref. code C666)
Waste Planner - Chesterfield/Nottingham (ref. code C668)
Graduate Engineer/Assistant Waste Management Engineer - Chesterfield (ref. code C669)
Graduate Engineer/Environmental Specialist - Chesterfield/Nottingham (ref. C670)
Principal Civil Engineer - Nottingham (ref. code C673)
Senior Engineer (Civils) - Site (Sheffield) (ref. code C674)
Senior Civil Engineer - Chesterfield (ref. code C675)
Graduate Engineer (Civils) - Site (Rochdale) (ref. code C676)

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Kate Kirby, Chesterfield and quote the relevant reference number.

●

Civil Engineer for Madrid - at least 3 years experience. Ref no ID/06/Mad/01

If you are interested in the above position please contact Jo Webb, Basingstoke and quote the relevant reference number.

Please ensure you have advised your current line manager before formally applying for any of the above positions. Applications should be sent to the relevant contact by
e-mail, quoting the Job Title shown, with a copy of your most recent CV, SW Grade/Salary and any additional information to support your application.

To view all jobs at Scott Wilson please visit the website www.scottwilson.com/jm/publish/ Please note that vacancies displayed on the website will not show internal
grade or division .
top

Buy and Sell
For Sale: Tricity Bendix Freestanding Electric Oven
Click here for further details

top

For Sale: Fiat Brava 1.6SX 16v, (103bhp) 1998 R reg. 5 door hatchback
Click here for further details

top
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For Sale: Chaise Long
Click here for further details

top

For Sale: SONY Trinitron 21" Colour TV
Click here for further details

top

For Sale: Silver Ford KA
Click here for further details

top

Villa in Florida For Rent
Click here for further details

top

Articles for Interchange
Articles should be submitted by close of business on Monday to Interchange@scottwilson.com
Articles must be no longer than 300 words and all pictures should be in JPEG or similar format. The contact, e-mail, and job title of the contributor should be submitted
with each article.
top
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Issue 63

EARL Bill
On 16 March 2006 the Edinburgh Airport Rail Link Private Bill was introduced into the
Scottish Parliament by the Promoter tie Ltd. This is the culmination of two years of
hard work by Scott Wilson Railways and its joint venture partner Halcrow Ltd, with
support from sub-contractors ERM and Landaspects.
We were responsible in the initial phases for producing a clear favoured route
alignment, then the development of a scheme robust enough to be developed into a
Scottish Private Bill and from which environmental impacts, land take requirements
and costs could be assessed. These formed the basis of the documents that
accompanied the Bill to Parliament.

31/03/2006
This Week's Headlines
MyShare
EARL Bill
Chancellor on message

Full Article

Company News
MyShare: The Scott Wilson Sharesave Scheme
from Geoff French, Group Chairman
The flotation of Scott Wilson Group plc creates many new opportunities for the business. Perhaps one of the most exciting developments is the chance to share in the
future success of our company through share ownership.
For those employees in the UK who are eligible to participate in MyShare, you should have received an information pack in the post outlining the details of the scheme.
MyShare offers you both a tax-efficient savings plan and an opportunity to buy Scott Wilson shares on preferential terms.
Please note the closing date for applications to join the scheme is 6th April 2006.
Please note the eligibility criteria is that you must have been employed by Scott Wilson on 21 September 2005 on a Permanent Contract.
If you have not received your information pack and wish to participate, please e mail Christine Haines for information.
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Projects & Disciplines
EARL Bill
On 16th March 2006 the Edinburgh Airport Rail Link Private Bill was introduced into the Scottish Parliament by the Promoter tie Ltd. This is the culmination of two years
of hard work by Scott Wilson Railways and its joint venture partner Halcrow Ltd, with support from sub-contractors ERM and Landaspects.
Despite the relief and sense of achievement there is also an awareness that the hard work is not over. We will support the client through an intensive parliamentary
objection phase with the aim of achieving Royal Assent in April 2007.

Work began for Scott Wilson in December 2003 when we were commissioned by tie Ltd to provide technical, operational and environmental advice on Edinburgh Airport
Rail Link and assist the Promoter in the passage of the Private Bill through the Scottish Parliament. We were responsible in the initial phases for producing a clear
favoured route alignment, then the development of a scheme robust enough to be developed into a Scottish Private Bill and from which environmental impacts, land take
requirements and costs could be assessed. These formed the basis of the documents that accompanied the Bill to Parliament.
This project will see the construction of a new twin track railway linking the airport with the Scottish Railway Network. This includes the construction of two 1.2 km long
tunnels under the runway and River Almond and the construction of a new station at Edinburgh Airport. Described as a “Rolls Royce Project”, its aims are to link
Edinburgh Airport directly to the rest of the Scottish Network including Fife, Stirling, Aberdeen and Glasgow, to help reduce congestion on all modes of transport in the
area and to provide a world class transport hub for the airport and indeed for Scotland. It is hoped that the rail link will be operational in 2011. At £650 million it is the
costliest civil engineering project ever undertaken in Scotland.
Contact Joanna Smith, Glasgow

top

A Chancellor on message - EU energy policy
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Following the budget announcements last week the Chancellor is quick to demonstrate the UK's commitment to sustainable forms of energy. The UK policy and fiscal
measures in particular on Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS), the reduction of carbon emissions as well as the reduction of energy consumption in the UK, goes a
considerable way in support of a new EU energy policy, published on the 14th March by The European Commission “A European strategy for sustainable,
competitive and secure energy". The policy agreed the following actions:
●
●

●
●

Complete the review of the EU Emissions Trading Scheme as an instrument to achieve climate change objectives in a cost-effective manner.
Adoption of a Directive on energy end-use efficiency and energy services, requiring the UK to reduce its energy consumption by 1% per annum over nine years
and to prepare energy efficiency action plans.
Develop a long-term strategy on renewables and implement the Biomass energy action plan issued in December.
Increase security of energy supply through intensified diversification of external and “indigenous sources”.

The Energy Council’s endorsement will give further weight to the European Commission’s drive to adopt ‘concrete measures’ and to fulfil the key objectives of security of
supply, competitiveness and environmental sustainability. Depending on the way they are implemented in practice, the proposed changes to EU energy policy could
have an important impact on the EU energy industry (especially in terms of competition and energy sources) as well as providing opportunities for the renewables
market in the UK.
The Green Paper can be downloaded here.
The Biomass Energy Action Plan can be downloaded here.
For further discussion on the potential market opportunities for Scott Wilson, get in touch with Andrew Walters in Edinburgh

top

People

Welcome to Caroline Purcell who has been appointed as an Environmental Management Consultant to work out of the London
office. She is assisting in the implementation of Project-EMS and will be developing the effectiveness of the Office EMS in line
with ISO 14001.
Caroline previously worked for AMEC on the Docklands Light Railway Extension to London City Airport and more recently for
National Britannia.

top

Social and Community
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Charity Run
I am once again taking part in the BUPA Great Manchester Run 2006 on 21/05/2006 to raise money for Rainbow Family Trust and would really welcome your support. I
am specifically running for the Kirsty Appeal - she has pledged this year to raise £5 million and is almost there. Your donation could really help the children who come to
stay at Francis House.
Please take a moment to sponsor me. It's really easy - you can donate online by credit or debit card at the following address: www.justgiving.com/
Claire_Manchester10km
All donations are secure and sent electronically to Rainbow Family Trust. If you are a UK taxpayer, Justgiving will automatically reclaim 28% Gift Aid on your behalf, so
your donation is worth even more. Please join me in supporting Rainbow Family Trust and a fabulous cause.
From Claire Fouweather, Manchester

top

Jobs
National Industrial Symbiosis Programme (NISP)
- Expressions of interest invited
Expressions of interest are invited from suitably qualified and experienced staff interested in working with the Scott Wilson NISP delivery team.
Positions available:
●

●

Regional Co-ordinator based in the East Midlands (Nottingham office) responsible for planning and co-ordinating the delivery of the NISP programme as
required to meet contracted three year targets in the region
Two Project Officer positions based in the South East and East Midlands regions responsible for supporting the development of NISP regional synergies with
and between industries and businesses in the region.

For further information contact Stuart Robson or Penny Farrar at Greencoat House quoting reference number UKS205/06.

●

Team Leader - Planning & Environment - Basingstoke Office - Grade 4.2 - Ref: UKS230/06

If you are interested in the above position please contact Nicola Baker, Basingstoke and quote the relevant reference number.

●
●

CAD Technician - Mansfield - Water Office. Grade.2.1 / 2.2 Vacancy Reference Number UKS233/06
Assistant Sustainability Consultant - London Office. Grade 2.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS235/06

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Ruth Eskdale, Basingstoke and quote the relevant reference number.
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Please ensure you have advised your current line manager before formally applying for any of the above positions. Applications should be sent to the relevant contact by
e-mail, quoting the Job Title shown, with a copy of your most recent CV, SW Grade/Salary and any additional information to support your application.

To view all jobs at Scott Wilson please visit the website www.scottwilson.com/jm/publish/ Please note that vacancies displayed on the website will not show internal
grade or division .
top

Buy and Sell
For Sale: Mini Cooper 1.6 16V
Click here for further details

top

Villa in Florida For Rent
Click here for further details

top

Articles for Interchange
Articles should be submitted by close of business on Monday to Interchange@scottwilson.com
Articles must be no longer than 300 words and all pictures should be in JPEG or similar format. The contact, e-mail, and job title of the contributor should be submitted
with each article.
top
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A Day Pension Scheme Changes

Issue 64

Many of you will be reading in the press that 'A Day' on 6th of April will bring a number of changes to Pensions legislation. The
Trustees of the Scott Wilson Pension Scheme have already begun to review the implications of these changes and there is no
immediate need to make substantial changes to our scheme.

07/04/2006

The modifications that may be required to our current arrangements to bring it into line with these new rules will be reviewed by the
Trustees during April and it is anticipated that a full summary of all the legal changes and the implication of these on our pension
scheme will be made shortly after.

Pensions – A Day

Geoff French, Chairman of the Scott Wilson Pension Trustees

BSI

This Week's Headlines

Pathways Plus

ID Cards
Railways News
Ofwat Paper

Company News
Pathways Plus!
from Georgina Corbett, Group HR Director
In case you have not yet received an e-mail from your Divisional CEO or Functional Leader the Pathways Plus! Annual Appraisals have been created in the system and
are now available for you to complete providing you joined Scott Wilson before 1 January 2006.
The intention is that the annual appraisal process will be completed by 31 May at the latest. If you have not been into the system yet you can log on by clicking on the
link below and log in with your standard Scott Wilson e-mail address. If you have any difficulties with the system or the data appears to be incorrect in any way please
contact your local HR representative.
http://scottwilson.rtixonline.co.uk/
Please remember that the purpose of these meetings is to review your past performance and development and agree a clear set of objectives and priorities for the
coming year. In our busy schedules is worth ensuring that we take this opportunity of spending time with our managers focusing on these important issues
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British Standards Publications
We have just paid the Group membership subscription to the British Standards Institution. This was complicated by the fact that we had a number of different accounts
across the Group - some of which were not membership accounts and were therefore not getting any discount. These have now been amalgamated into one
membership account. We pay for access to a number of different modules or groups of standards which allows anyone within SW to download copies of standards in
those modules as necessary and at no extra charge.
There are instructions on Unite (under Directory/Information Resources) as to how to register to do this. You may also be able to get the standard you require from the
IHS Technical Indexes subscription, instructions to access this are also on Unite. Occasionally the coverage of standards is different on the British Standards and IHS TI
websites so it is worth trying both if you do not find what you are looking for on one. If you need a British Standard document which is not included in the modules we
subscribe to please ask one of the Librarians/Information Officers to obtain it for you. We can also get copies of superseded and foreign standards.
Please note that documents should not be photocopied or the downloads emailed, this is to comply with copyright regulations and to help ensure that the documents
used are up to date. If you do have copies of hardcopy standards please also contact one of the Librarians/Information Officers so that they can ensure they are up to
date.
Susan Silcocks, Information Officer, Chesterfield

top

Facilities Management Corporate Identity Card Services

Just a quick reminder that if you wish to request ID Badges (sample badge pictured) please request either by email to Scott House FM Helpdesk or telephone 01256
310344

top
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Scott Wilson Railways News
We are delighted to announce that on 28th March 2006 Geoff French, Hugh Blackwood and Keith Wallace had the pleasure of signing the Crossrail Multi-Disciplinary
Design Contract for Work Package 1 (Surface Routes). Our role will be to take for the parliamentary designs to GRIP level 4 in preparation for subsequent contracts.
This is the first of the four Crossrail packages to be announced and, despite stiff competition from all of our main competitors, secures Scott Wilson's future on this
prestigious project, the biggest in Britain. This success represents a significant step forward for our business, adding to our already large order book and bringing with it
far greater certainty for the foreseeable future. The project will help cement our position as market leader in multi-disciplinary technical support to heavy rail Bills. Valued
at between £12 and £15m over a two year period, the project represents the largest rail project which SWR have won at the outset.
As always the success is the result of a great team effort, so thanks go to all those who rose to the challenge.
Delivering it will also present us with a challenge. However around 1/3 of the work is planned for delivery through our partners (Turner & Townsend and six architects);
with around 1/x more through the UK South. We have also received offers of support from those who were unsuccessful which we will consider.
The project is due to start immediately, however the first three months will see a gradual build up, with full resourcing planned for around three months time. This will
give us time to consider resourcing plans and sits well with the gradual slow down of Rugby which will be occurring around the same time. We welcome the experience
of John Harper who has been appointed Project Director. As we phase him out of Rugby, John will be supported by Brian Hyland initially.
Meanwhile, thanks to all of you who contributed to this significant breakthrough.
Contact Keith Wallace, Chief Executive, Scott Wilson Railways

top

Ofwat issues Position Paper on the Water Framework Directive
Ofwat has recently issued its Position Paper on the EU Water Framework Directive. Working closely with Defra and the Environment Agency (both of whom are
managing the implementation process of the Directive) on the implementation of the Directive, Ofwat commented in its Position Paper that the Directive’s implementation
should comply with the following key requirements:
●
●

●

●

adopt a realistic approach to the environmental objective of the Directive and its pace of delivery.
ensure that all the measures to be taken under the Directive will be cost effective and that the cost burden will be spread in a fair and proportionate way between
all sectors of the water industry, in line with the “polluter pays” principle. In particular, Ofwat stressed the importance of carrying out a cost effectiveness
analysis on the measures to be taken under the Directive.
use the exemption process under the Directive to postpone measures if the information is not yet available to confirm either the need or the effectiveness of such
measures.
align with the principles of sustainable development.

Ofwat will be working closely with Defra and the Environment Agency to identify what work may be appropriate for water and sewerage companies to carry out. Ofwat’s
comments in the Position Paper provide some useful information to Scott Wilson working within the water sectors as to how the implementation of the Directive is to be
carried out and the impact this will have on the industry.
You can read Ofwat’s position paper here.
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Contact Andrew Walters in Edinburgh

top

People

We would like to extend a warm welcome to Samantha Castle who joined Scott Wilson Group this week as joint PA to Hugh
Blackwood and Ron Wall.
Sam joins us from BPB plc where she had nine years experience as Executive PA to the Group Secretariat.
She will be based at 8 Greencoat Place, London, extension 020 7798 5187, email: sam.castle@scottwilson.com

top

Social and Community
No news this week.
top

Jobs

●
●
●
●

Flood Risk Specialist - Bristol Office. Grade 3.1/3.2 Vacancy Reference Number UKS236/06
Business Development Assistant - Basingstoke Office. Grade 2.1 / 2.2 Vacancy Reference Number UKS237/06
Team Secretary - London Office. Grade 2.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS238/06
Social/ Community Development Consultant - London Office. Grade 2.3/3.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS239/06

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Ruth Eskdale, Basingstoke and quote the relevant reference number.

●
●
●
●
●

Graduate Landscape Architect - Manchester (ref. code C581)
Civils/Highway Design Engineer - Manchester (ref. code C578)
Transportation Planner - Matlock (ref. code C577)
Senior Safety Engineer - Road Safety Unit - Matlock/Nottingham (ref. code C580)
Safety Engineer - Road Safety Unit - Matlock (ref. code C579)
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If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Kate Kirby, Chesterfield and quote the relevant reference number.

Please ensure you have advised your current line manager before formally applying for any of the above positions. Applications should be sent to the relevant contact by
e-mail, quoting the Job Title shown, with a copy of your most recent CV, SW Grade/Salary and any additional information to support your application.

To view all jobs at Scott Wilson please visit the website www.scottwilson.com/jm/publish/ Please note that vacancies displayed on the website will not show internal
grade or division .
top

Buy and Sell
Apartment to let in Hisaronu, Turkey
Click here for further details

top

For Sale:
Canon EOS 300 SLR Camera
CCS (Camera Care System) Pouches
5 Rolls of Fuji Velvia 100 Slide Film
Click here for further details

top

Articles for Interchange
Articles should be submitted by close of business on Monday to Interchange@scottwilson.com
Articles must be no longer than 300 words and all pictures should be in JPEG or similar format. The contact, e-mail, and job title of the contributor should be submitted
with each article.
top
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Company News

Issue 65
13/04/2006

NCE Consultants File 2006
Geoff French, Group Chairman
The NCE Consultants File 2006 has been published which ranks Consultants based on the fees earned in the calendar year 2005
and their staff numbers at the end of that year.

This Week's Headlines
NCE Consultants File
Habitats Directive

2005 was another year of continuing growth for Scott Wilson and as a result our positions in the league tables have not moved
significantly.

MIPIM

Our positions are as follows (with the previous year’s position in brackets):-

Civil & Structural Staff

8th (8th)

Total staff

8th (9th)

Total fees

10th (9th)

UK technical staff

10th (9th)

Overseas technical staff 7th (8th)
Rail/rail bridges

4th (4th)

Roads/road bridges

5th (6th)

Transport Planning

12th (13th)

Ports and Airports

4th (3rd)

Flooding/Coastal

13th (13th)

Public Sector

9th (11th)

Building

16th (13th)

Water

15th (17th)
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Waste

11th (11th)

Power

7th (9th)

Environment

11th (8th)

Geotechnics

4th (5th)

FM

8th (9th)

CM/PM

10th (12th)

Tunnelling

6th (7th)

It must not be forgotten that our other market sectors are well placed amongst their peers with planning and landscaping also
performing exceptionally well when ranked by their respective journals in 2005.
Our objective is to accelerate our growth to retain and improve our position as one of the leading international consultancies. Our
recent flotation was part of the strategy to achieve that acceleration.

top

Projects & Disciplines
UK failing to implement the Habitats Directive
In October 2005, the European Court of Justice ruled that the UK had failed to correctly transpose the provisions of Articles 6(3) and (4) of the Habitats Directive into
national law. More specifically, the UK had failed to ensure that land use plans are subject to Appropriate Assessment where they might have a significant effect on a
Natura 2000 site. The latter include Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) and Special Protection Areas (SPAs). Land use plans include Regional Spatial Strategies,
Minerals and Waste Development Frameworks and Local Development Frameworks.
Under Article 6(3) of the Directive:
“Any plan or project not directly connected with or necessary to the management of the site but likely to have a significant effect thereon, either individually or in
combination with other plans or projects, shall be subject to appropriate assessment of its implications for the site in view of the site's conservation objectives.”
Except in certain circumstances, competent authorities can only approve a plan or project “after having ascertained that it will not adversely affect the integrity of the site
concerned”. Appropriate Assessment provides the means to determine whether or not site integrity will be affected.
Early indications are that the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister will decide that the Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) / Sustainability Appraisal (SA) process
currently applied to land use plans can potentially accommodate the requirements for Appropriate Assessment. Scott Wilson has an established and growing track
record in undertaking SEA / SA for land use plans and has wide ranging ecological expertise including experience of undertaking Appropriate Assessment at project
level. Our combination of skills presents us with an excellent opportunity to secure new work from local authorities since we can demonstrate competence in all areas of
plan assessment.
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In light of this, we would like to establish an informal working group to combine expertise and resources to ensure that Scott Wilson responds in the most effective way to
clients. Initially, members of the working group will be included in an email list so that we can exchange ideas, case studies etc. Current contributors are Jo Hughes
(Basingstoke), Andrew Walters (Edinburgh), Steve Smith, Alex White, Andrew Luke and Bethan Carr (London).
Those interested in joining the working group should contact Jo Hughes or Steve Smith
top

Scott Wilson at MIPIM
Coinciding with Flotation Week, MIPIM 2006 (Marche International des Professionnels de L'Immobilier) saw the baptism of 8 “MIPIM virgins” and the re- acquaintance of
2 seasoned pros. The Scott Wilson team that ventured to Cannes, France to drum up business in the property and development sectors included Andy McNab, John
Holden, Bill Jameson, Jamshid Soheili, Ian Marsden, Paj Valley, Tony O’Leary, Jaime Holmes, Neil Robertson and myself.
MIPIM is the world's leading real estate event. It brings together key industry decision-makers from around the world, allowing them to establish long-lasting relations, to
present new projects, and to lay the foundations for fruitful collaboration. Held annually in Cannes, MIPIM can only be described as the ultimate networking event in the
property world. If your company isn’t represented at MIPIM either as a delegate or as an exhibitor you are not a serious player.
This year was extremely successful with over 21,000 participants from 74 countries and an enormous 2,277 exhibiting companies.
As Jamshid and Neil have attended MIPIM on several occasions they were relied upon to give a guide on how to proceed. I think that the rest of us can honestly say that
nothing can quite prepare you for the experience other than by being there.
There was much liaison between UK South and UK Central Divisions prior to the event to give a consistency of approach at the exhibition. We had spent many hours
preparing for the event with much support from the marketing department and particular thanks in this regard must be given to Jaime Holmes and Nicole Hughes for the
work that they put in prior to the event and to Alex Wilson during and after the event for issuing follow up letters to potential clients and for updating the ACT8 database
with contact/opportunity details.
UK South exhibited on the London Stand, which incorporates over 100 companies with a strong London base. All graphics, literature and handouts were masterminded
and coordinated by Katie Cooper (based at Ashford office) who made sure we presented a sharp, professional image.
Over 100 delegates attended UK Central exhibited on the East Midlands Development Agency (EMDA) stand, where Andy McNab also gave a well-received
presentation on Sustainable Communities that. Following the presentation, the whole Scott Wilson team hosted a reception. This was so well attended that for two of the
three hours that the reception lasted, a queue had to be formed on the quayside as invited guests (and others) waited their turn to board.
Between us, we made over 400 new and renewed business contacts, many of which will lead to future opportunities. Most importantly, we raised our profile dramatically
in a market that I am sure will be key to the future success of Scott Wilson, and at a time when Scott Wilson was much in the public eye.
Contact Kate Mills, Plymouth
top

People
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Congratulations to Femi Yusuff who has just been awarded an MSc in Construction Project Management. His exceptional marks put him near the top of the list of this
year's CPM course graduates from the London South Bank University.
Femi's dissertation examined Value for Money in PFI Projects in the Health Sector, evaluating the success of this procurement method for hospital building programmes.
The dissertation set out to develop a Value for Money concept enabling better evaluation of the benefits and pitfalls of this system.
Since joining Scott Wilson last October, Femi has provided project management support on a broad range of jobs, including:
●

●
●
●
●
●

West London Tram Project - Support to the PM to track and manage the financial aspects of the project, and control of the receipt and issue of drawings,
reports, etc
NOMS (HM Prison Service) - Production of meeting minutes and management of Partnering Advisor accounts
Antigua Airport - Financial monitoring and provision of advice to internal client (Airports) on cost vs budget
SLAM Sustainability - Responsible for the management of fortnightly meetings, progress reporting and fee updates
Core Services - Support to internal client (Core Services) regarding office space planning
Gerrards Cross - Assistant PM undertaking: programme review; data and document management support for the design team; and financial reporting, including
ensuring all time has been booked accurately to the job

top

We would like to welcome Gemma Smith who joined the UK South Marketing team on 27th March.
She will be offering Marketing Support and Business Development assistance across the division and will be particularly
involved with Unite and Act! Gemma has recently graduated from Southampton University after completing a BA (hons)
Business Management degree.

top

We would like to extend a warm welcome to Paul Brindle who joined Scott Wilson on 3 April 2006 as a Graduate Civil &
Structural Engineer.
Paul joins the Airport & Structures section. He is currently working from the Manchester office on 0161 237 6092, but will
be working out of the Liverpool Office in the near future.
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We would like to extend a warm welcome to Craig Orrell who joined Scott Wilson this week as a Senior Project Engineer.
Craig joins us from Bailey Johnson Hayes where he had over ten years experience with the practice He will be based in
the Manchester Office on 0161 237 6097.
email: craig.orrell@scottwilson.com

top

A warm welcome to Dee Odarley who has joined the Transport and Infrastructure team at Ashford office as an
Assistant Transportation Consultant. Dee has degrees in Economics and Law and a Master of Laws degree in
Maritime Law. More recently she has undertaken a Masters degree in Transportation Studies at Leeds University.
Dee has worked in Europe for the last ten years as a freelance consultant mainly on the transport policy side,
including the European Commission’s former transport directorate DGV11. She has joined Scott Wilson to gain
experience in the practical side of transportation assessments to supplement her policy knowledge.

top

Social and Community
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The Bridges Resources Group would like to congratulate Graduate Engineer Jaegye Han and his wife Soohee on the birth of their second child, a baby girl, born on 15
March and weighing 4.14kg. Baby and mother are doing well.

top

I am delighted to inform you that my wife Vidhya gave birth to baby boy Abhinav on 21st March 2006 in
Swindon. Abhinav weighed 6.72 lbs at birth and is doing quite well.
His elder brother Avi (aged 8 years) is very excited and tries to explain to him what daddy does at work. Abhinav
is a bit puzzled but is happy to share a smile with dad for "Interchange"
from Mohan Balasubramanian, Swindon

top

Jobs

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Senior Planner - Leeds Office. Grade 3.2 Vacancy Reference Number UKS240/06
Principal Civil Engineer - Sewerage - Basingstoke Office. Grade 4.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS251/06
Principal Water Engineer - Basingstoke Office. Grade 4.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS252/06
Infrastructure Engineers x 2 - Plymouth Office. Grade 2.2-3.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS267/06
Assistant International Social Development & Resettlement Consultant - London Office. Grade 2.2/3.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS268/06
Graduate Engineer/Assistant Project Manager - London Office. Grade 2.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS242/06
Senior Engineer, Infrastructure - Basingstoke Office. Grade 3.2 Vacancy Reference Number UKS243/06
Trainee Technician - Basingstoke Office. Grade 2.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS244/06
Principal Engineer (Infrastructure) - Basingstoke Office. Grade 4.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS246/06
Graduate Engineer - London Office. Grade 1.2 Vacancy Reference Number UKS247/06
Engineer, Infrastructure - London Office. Grade 3.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS248/06
Senior Engineer, Infrastructure - London Office. Grade N/K. Vacancy Reference Number UKS249/06
Technician - London Office. Grade 1.2/2.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS250/06
Senior/Principal Traffic/Transportation Engineer/Planner - Ashford Office. Grade 3.2/4.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS255/06
Graduate - London Office. Grade 1.2 Vacancy Reference Number UKS256/06
Principal Waste Planner - London Office. Grade 4.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS258/06
Technician (AutoCad) - London Office. Grade 1.2 Vacancy Reference Number UKS259/06
Senior Engineer - Waste Facilities/Process Designer - London Office. Grade 3.1/3.2 Vacancy Reference Number UKS260/06
Principal/Senior Engineer (Infrastructure) - London Office. Grade 3.2 Vacancy Reference Number UKS261/06
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●
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Engineer (Senior) Infrastructure - Peterborough Office. Grade 3.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS264/06
Technician - Peterborough Office. Grade 2.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS265/06
CAD Technician - Greencoat House, London Office. Grade to be confirmed. Vacancy Reference Number UKS270/06

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Ruth Eskdale, Basingstoke and quote the relevant reference number.

Please ensure you have advised your current line manager before formally applying for any of the above positions. Applications should be sent to the relevant contact by
e-mail, quoting the Job Title shown, with a copy of your most recent CV, SW Grade/Salary and any additional information to support your application.

To view all jobs at Scott Wilson please visit the website www.scottwilson.com/jm/publish/ Please note that vacancies displayed on the website will not show internal
grade or division .
top

Buy and Sell
For Sale: Pine Table and Six Chairs
Click here for details

top

For Sale: 1997 P Mazda MX5
Click here for details

top

Articles for Interchange
Articles should be submitted by close of business on Monday to Interchange@scottwilson.com
Articles must be no longer than 300 words and all pictures should be in JPEG or similar format. The contact, e-mail, and job title of the contributor should be submitted
with each article.
top
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The Wu-Tang Clan and the MERIT Management Competition

Issue 66

During February and March 2006, Loughborough University ran their annual MERIT competition. MERIT is a computer-based
simulation and is an acronym for Management, Enterprise, Risk, Innovation and Teamwork. The competition provides hands-on
experience for construction professionals to augment their technical knowledge and the managerial skills required to run a modern
construction company.

21/04/2006

The Scott Wilson Group entered five teams into the competition this year. One of these was the Wu-Tang Clan team, which finished
as the highest Scott Wilson team.
Full Article

Company News

No news this week.
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This Week's Headlines
MERIT Competition
SW in Romania

Interchange

Scott Wilson in Romania
On Valentines Day 2006, David Mullen of Scott Wilson’s Railway Consultancy travelled to Bucharest, Romania, to assist with the development of a future project
pipeline for the country. Working for the ‘Ministry of Transport, Constructions and Tourism for Managing Structural Instruments’ the visit involved meeting with Ministry
officials to gather information and then to use this to rank and qualify a pre determined list of railway infrastructure and rolling stock projects.
Although heavily covered in snow, it was an enriching trip to a beautiful city, which has been so heavily scarred by previous political regimes, notably that of Ceausescu
who was executed in the winter of 1989. Romania is a country looking to attain EU status in the near future and much of its transport proposals are aligned with
achieving this goal. Scott Wilson’s ‘Railway Consultancy’ hopes to attain further work in the region, thus contacts made and experiences gained will prove invaluable.

Ceausescu’s ‘People’s Palace’. The palace can claim to be the 2nd largest building in the world behind the Pentagon (based on the ‘foot-print’ of the building) and it is
said that some 1200 Engineers worked on its design and construction. A truly remarkable building, but one which holds little affinity to the people of the city who were
forced from their homes in order that it could be built.
Contact David Mullen, Graduate Railway Economist, York
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People
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Welcome to Sharon Wheeler who has been appointed as a Divisional Environmental Management System Facilitator based in
the Swindon office. Sharon will be assisting in the implementation and development of the EMS in accordance with ISO 14001,
and developing environmental initiatives.
Sharon previously worked for Thames Water on the Upper Thames Major Resource Development and completed her MSc work
placement at Scott Wilson in UK South, working on project EMS.

top

Social and Community
The Wu-Tang Clan and the Merit Management Competition
During February and March 2006, Loughborough University ran their annual MERIT competition. MERIT is a computer-based simulation and is an acronym for
Management, Enterprise, Risk, Innovation and Teamwork. The competition provides hands-on experience for construction professionals to augment their technical
knowledge and the managerial skills required to run a modern construction company.
The Scott Wilson Group entered five teams into the competition this year. One of these was the Wu-Tang Clan team, which finished as the highest Scott Wilson team.
The Wu-Tang Clan is based in Nottingham Office and was led by Thanh Tran. The other members all originate from within Nottingham’s Trackbed Technology MOU:
Fabrice Guercy, Szymon Jarosiewicz, Sydney Laryea, WeeLoon Lim and Michael Sheridan.
Wu-Tang Clan finished 50th out of the 235 teams which competed in the competition. None of the team members had played this simulation before. As a result, the
team was also eligible for the league table of novice teams and finished a very respectable 20th out of 141 new teams.
The team was expected to operate their fictional company as a Board of Directors and competed against a computer-generated simulation of a competitive construction
industry market.
The early stages of the competition brought a number of surprises, as the team was unprepared and made some small mistakes which compromised its progress during
the simulation period. However – after many meetings and team brainstorming exercises – the group managed to find a key business strategy that allowed it to win the
most lucrative bids. This produced stable growth which enabled the team to climb the competition league table.
Participants in the MERIT competition were able to improve their management, analysis and team-working skills.
The Wu-Tang Clan gained valuable experience and insight into the management of a company. Decisions made by the team included the creation of marketing plans;
the tendering process (with an improved understanding of how this can bring lucrative contracts to a construction company); managing the finances and investment of
the company’s assets; controlling overhead costs; personnel allocation; and construction project management.
The team would like to thank Robert Armitage and Chris Jennison for sponsoring us in this competition as we have enjoyed the experience and feel that this “self
learning” approach has contributed greatly to our development.
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Contact Michael Sheridan, Scott Wilson Trackbed Technology, Nottingham Office
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Congratulations to Richard and Rhiannon Cook on the birth of their first child, Owen James on Monday 3rd April
2006 weighing in at a whopping 8lbs 14.5oz!
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Jobs

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Resident Engineer/Designer's Representative - Lagos, Nigeria on a fixed term contract. Grade 3.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS271/06
Senior Planner - Peterborough Office. Grade 3.2 Vacancy Reference Number UKS272/06
Engineer, Infrastructure - Basingstoke Office. Grade 3.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS241/06
Senior Engineer, Infrastructure - Basingstoke Office. Grade 3.2 Vacancy Reference Number UKS245/06
Graduate/Technician - Bristol Office. Grade 2.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS263/06
Engineer, Infrastructure - Basingstoke Office. Grade 3.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS273/06
Assistant Building Services / Building Physics Consultant - in either our London, Birmingham or Basingstoke Offices. Grade 2.3 Vacancy Reference Number
UKS274/06

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Ruth Eskdale, Basingstoke and quote the relevant reference number.

Central Division currently have the following new vacancies:●
●
●

Principal Landscape Architect, Birmingham (job ref C582)
Senior Landscape Architect, Manchester (job ref C583)
Geotechnical Technician / CAD Operator, Manchester (job ref C584)

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Laura Webb, Chesterfield and quote the relevant reference number.

●
●

Operations Development Manager. Location: Flexible. Reference: SWR81
Assistant Health & Safety Manager. Location: London. Reference: SWR80

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Amanda Haines, Swindon and quote the relevant reference number.
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Please ensure you have advised your current line manager before formally applying for any of the above positions. Applications should be sent to the relevant contact by
e-mail, quoting the Job Title shown, with a copy of your most recent CV, SW Grade/Salary and any additional information to support your application.

To view all jobs at Scott Wilson please visit the website www.scottwilson.com/jm/publish/ Please note that vacancies displayed on the website will not show internal
grade or division .
top

Buy and Sell
Available to rent: Holiday Apartment in Florida
Click here for further details
Contact Tim Doyle, Nottingham

top

Villa in Florida For Rent
Click here for further details

top

For Sale: Nissan Primera 1.8 hatchback
Click here for further details

top

For Sale: Brand New BenQ Joybook 5000U Laptop
Click here for further details
Contact Kian Leong Soon, Swindon
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Articles for Interchange
Articles should be submitted by close of business on Monday to Interchange@scottwilson.com
Articles must be no longer than 300 words and all pictures should be in JPEG or similar format. The contact, e-mail, and job title of the contributor should be submitted
with each article.
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Buy & Sell

Harthope Viaduct successfully installed during Easter blockade

Issue 67

The first train travelled over the new Harthope Viaduct at 5.55am on 19th
April 2006 following a successful installation during a 5-day Easter blockade
of the West Coast Main Line between Gretna and Carstairs.

28/04/2006

It is just under two years since Scott Wilson Railways commenced a
feasibility study to look at the options for strengthening or renewing the
103m long, six-span wrought iron viaduct, which dated back to 1876. Over
20 options were considered covering a range of structure types, articulation
and online or offline alignments. As a result SWR was commissioned to
provide a multi-disciplinary detailed design for the preferred option of a new
two-span online structure.

ISO14001:2004 Success

This Week's Headlines

FTP Site Unavailable
Copyright
Overseas Contractors

Full Article
Building Regulations
Harthope Viaduct
Building DAMs

Company News
Transfer to ISO14001:2004 certification of Scott Wilson's Environmental Management System (EMS)
Obtaining certification for a single Environmental Management System, applied consistently across Scott Wilson's businesses was important for key clients and
stakeholders. Last week our EMS and its application across offices in the UK, was confirmed to meet the requirements of ISO14001:2004 following audits by Lloyds
Register of Quality Assurance (LRQA).
We have been audited to the highest standards; to pass this audit in the short time available represents a considerable achievement for all those involved. The LRQA
auditor recognised the effort required by both the EMS team and all our project managers to implement the new system. I would like to thank and congratulate those
involved, both Project Managers and all in the team led, co-ordinated and cajoled by Fraser Paterson.
The new certificates will be issued in the next few weeks, and for more details about our EMS click here.
Contact Tom Osorio, Group Business Systems Manager.
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Scott Wilson’s FTP (File Transfer Protocol) site
The current server hosting Scott Wilson’s ftp site is being replaced with new server hardware. User accounts and data will be migrated over to the replacement server on
weekend commencing Saturday 29th April 2006 and consequently the site will be unavailable during the migration period.
The site will be available for Tuesday 2nd May 2006. The address for the ftp site will remain ftp://ftp.sw-ftp.com.
If you experience difficulties in connecting to the site please contact Basingstoke Computing on 01256 310250 or send an email to Computing.Basingstoke@scottwilson.
com.
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Scotland & Ireland Division Public Holidays 2006
Offices will be closed for the following Public Holidays in 2006-07:

Day

Scotland

North of England Northern Ireland

May Holiday

Mon 29.5.06

Mon 1.5.06
Mon 29.5.06

Mon 1.5.06

Mon 1.5.06

July Holiday

Mon 17.7.06

N/A

Wed 12.7.06

N/A

August Holiday

N/A

Mon 28.8.06

N/A

Mon 7.8.06

September Holiday Mon 25.9.06

N/A

Mon 25.9.06

N/A

October Holiday

N/A

N/A

N/A

Fri 27.10.06

Christmas

Mon 25.12.06 Mon 25.12.06
Tues 26.12.06 Tues 26.12.06

Mon 25.12.06
Tues 26.12.06

Mon 25.12.06
Tues 26.12.06

New Year

Mon 1.1.07
Tues 2.1.07

Mon 1.1.07

Mon 1.1.07

Mon 1.1.07
Tues 2.1.07

ROI

A decision will be taken later in the year concerning the traditional closure between Christmas and New Year, but it is likely that the offices will be closed on 27, 28, and
29 December 2006 and staff should reserve leave for three days.
Any local regional variations for trade holidays will be agreed with the relevant Director.
Contact Ronnie Hunter, Divisional CEO, Scotland & Ireland
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Copyright
Please note we should not be photocopying, scanning or otherwise reproducing any publications that are still in copyright.
The copyright regulations changed over two years ago and there are no longer any ‘fair dealing’ or ‘library privileges’ exemptions. Any copying for research or private
study that is carried out for commercial purposes needs prior permission from the copyright owner or a Copyright Licensing Agency licence. It is unlikely that we would
be able to claim that we were copying for anything other than ‘commercial purposes’. You can also be prosecuted for authorising someone else to make illegal copies or
indeed for providing the resources to do so.
The above is the reason why copies of articles are more expensive to obtain from eg the British Library and the Institution of Civil Engineers. When we order these
articles we are now charged a copyright fee as well as the actual copying charge.
Contact Susan Silcocks, Information Officer, Chesterfield

top

Procurement of Contractors for Overseas Contracts
For the guidance of all who are involved with civil engineering projects overseas a new document, "Procedures for the Procurement of Contractors for Works of Civil
Engineering Construction Overseas" has been prepared, which describes the steps to be followed during prequalification, tender documentation and tender assessment
leading up to the award of contracts. These Procedures are applicable both to projects that receive loans or grants from a funding agency, and to those that are funded
directly by the client.
A copy of the Procedures has been placed on SWIMS, and can be found on SWIMS Level 3 under Division/International/Administration as "Overseas Procurement
Manual".
Contact David Judge, Basingstoke
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New Building Regulations Part L & Part F
April 2006 sees the long awaited and much dramatised introduction of these very important new regulations.
Part L ‘Conservation of Fuel & Power’, is receiving most of the press in the technical journals, although the information on the ramifications is often rather mixed.
The regulations are one of the key tools the Government has available to deliver the greenhouse gas emissions reduction targets set out in their Energy &
Environmental Policies.
Passing this element of the Building Regulations has become very challenging. They have become more far reaching in terms of both new build and existing buildings.
All types of buildings are covered, simply divided into ‘dwellings’ and ‘non-dwellings’ for clarity. And ‘yes’, the SAP calculation methodology has also changed.
The new code has finally done away with the simple minimum elemental ‘u-value’ compliance route, whole virtual buildings now have to be created by Building Services
engineers using specialist software in order to calculate the CO2 emissions.
A couple of other ‘headlines’: the code also requires buildings to be pressure tested, to ensure leakage is minimised and there is requirement to prevent ‘overheating’
caused by excessive solar gains.
We are taking on commissions not only as Building Services/M&E advisors but also as Building Regulations/Energy consultants. If you have been at design meetings
where the impact of the regulations are not understood or where they have not even been mentioned, please get in touch with me.
In broad terms the 2006 revisions reduce the CO2 emissions of a building by approximately 25% compared with the regulations issued in 2002.
The regulations favour the designers with the expertise and flair, Scott Wilson are therefore ideally placed to continue to give best advice to our clients.
Do you have a question about the Regulations? Contact Tim Morrison, London
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Harthope Viaduct successfully installed during Easter blockade
The first train travelled over the new Harthope Viaduct at 5.55am on 19th April 2006 following a successful installation during a 5-day Easter blockade of the West Coast
Main Line between Gretna and Carstairs.
It is just under two years since Scott Wilson Railways commenced a feasibility study to look at the options for
strengthening or renewing the 103m long, six-span wrought iron viaduct, which dated back to 1876. Over 20
options were considered covering a range of structure types, articulation and online or offline alignments. As a
result SWR was commissioned to provide a multi-disciplinary detailed design for the preferred option of a new
two-span online structure.
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With a blockade already booked for Easter 2006, timescales were tight and the tender process for the implementation contract ran concurrently with the design. First
stage tenders were priced on the outline design, with the final submission based on the detailed design.
Skanska commenced construction in late August 2005, building the new substructure below the existing viaduct and the new superstructure built alongside. SWR acted
as Technical Advisor to Network Rail, who retained the role of Engineer. During the blockade the track and OLE was removed and the existing viaduct demolished. The
new 3000 tonne viaduct was then slid and fixed into place before the track and OLE was re-connected. The possession was given up just 50 minutes before the planned
end.
The Scott Wilson project team was made up from several offices:
SWR Glasgow- Project Management, Structures, Permanent Way, Survey & Signalling
SWR York- Structures
SWR Swindon- OLE
SWR Crewe- Telecoms
SWSL Glasgow- Geotechnics & Highways
SWSL Edinburgh- Environment
Harthope Viaduct is one of the final pieces in the West Coast Scotland jigsaw. SWR has worked as Network Rail’s Multi-Functional Consultant on West Coast Scotland
for the last three years with commissions totalling almost £12m, featuring several projects such as Harthope that demonstrate Scott Wilson’s large scale multi-discipline
design capabilities.
Contact Douglas Williamson, Project Manager. SWR Glasgow

top

Building DAMs in the Sea
Beckie Woodland and David Seares from the London Transportation team have just returned from a visit to Scott Wilson’s Bahrain Office, continuing the involvement
that started with the Seahorse master plan 12 months earlier.
During this trip, they have provided the transportation and infrastructure input to another masterplanning competition for the island of Diyaar Al Muharraq (DAM),
together with many other experts from the SW family. The proposed island site will be reclaimed from the sea in phases, with a total area of 24 million square metres
(2,400 hectares). The competition took place at the end of March and the team are currently awaiting the decision with our fingers crossed!
The vision for the proposed island is ‘To create a vibrant development that is geared towards the needs of and brings benefits to the indigenous population of Bahrain,
as well as being seen as a major contributor to increasing the nation’s standard of living and the country’s tourism potential’.
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Eddie Foster, Head of the Gulf Region is building on a successful relationship with Bahrain’s Ministry of Works and Housing and other developers in the country,
expanding Scott Wilson’s presence in the country quite rapidly. Scott Wilson are currently involved with a number of other high profile project proposals and we hope
they all continue to require a transport assessment! The photo shows Beckie and David with the rest of this expanding SW office.
Contact Beckie Woodland, London
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People
Health & Safety Services – A Growing Team
Due to our continuing success in obtaining new work Health & Safety Services is pleased to announce the appointment of three new members of staff.
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Graham Withnell joined us on 10th April as a Senior Health & Safety Consultant. He is a Technician Member of IOSH and holds a

NEBOSH Construction Safety Certificate
Graham brings over 35 years experience in Civil Engineering and Road Construction, and five years specialising in Health &
Safety and CDM, most recently in the petroleum sector. Graham will be leading the team at the Telford Office.

Melody Tully joined us on 3rd April as a Health & Safety Consultant.

Mel joins us from RLF and has 7 years experience as a Health & Safety Consultant. Mel’s previous experience includes
setting up Health & Safety systems for a laser treatment specialist and a car racing club using MoD land with the possibility
of unexploded bombs! Mel will be working from the Basingstoke office alongside Andrew Richardson.

Louise Lewis rejoined us on 18th April as a Health & Safety Technical Assistant on a part time basis after being on Maternity

Leave for 9 months.
Louise will be well known to many, since she previously worked with Andrew Richardson as the Health & Safety
Administrator for UK South and has worked for Scott Wilson for nearly 4 years. Louise will be based at the Basingstoke
Office.

Health & Safety Services, part of UK South Management Services, is the only dedicated team of Health & Safety Professionals in the Scott Wilson Group. The team
provides a range of Health & Safety Services to its own clients and to other parts of the Scott Wilson Group, and in particular fulfils the role of Planning Supervisor under
the CDM Regulations. Current appointments as Planning Supervisor include M1 junction 10-13 widening, A421 improvements (M1 to Bedford), 10-year framework with
NOMS, Victoria Station Upgrade and most recently Health & Safety Manager and CDM Coordinator for Crossrail MDC 1.
If you have any requirements for Health & Safety Services on any of your jobs, we would be pleased to provide a competitive quotation and a professionally prepared
contribution to your fee proposal.
Please contact:
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Andrew Richardson
Principal Health & Safety Consultant
Basingstoke Office
01256 310288
andrew.richardson@scottwilson.com

Simon Wilkinson
Principal Health & Safety
Consultant
Matlock Office
01629 761776
simon.wilkinson@scottwilson.com
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We would like to offer (a rather late) welcome to Tim Biedulski who joined the Transport & Infrastructure team at the Basildon office on 28 February as a Graduate
Engineer.
Tim has a Masters Degree in Engineering from the University of Gdansk, Poland and experience in CAD and Engineering Modelling software. Tim has already provided
2 weeks support to the Basingstoke Transport Planning Team, and is now back in Basildon as part of the design team for the redevelopment of St Mildred's Tannery in
Canterbury.
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Social and Community
London Marathon - 23rd April 2006
Andrew Wilson and John Raper, both of the Swindon office, completed this year's London Marathon. Here's what they had to say after the race:
John Raper
This was my third (and final!) London, and the most enjoyable. Only last week did I decide to target 3h 30m. The early part of the race was fairly uneventful, with
everything going well. The bra and falsie weren't giving any problems, only my shoes, which I'd tied a bit too tight, were rubbing a little. By 20 miles walking runners (?)
began to hinder me. By 22 miles it was getting tough, and by 24 miles it was really hurting. With 600 metres to go I had to stop and relieve the cramp in my thigh. After a
brief stop I continued to the finish, and was pleased to record a time of 3h 30m 52s.
Andrew Wilson
Third time and now definitely the final time - until the next time! Aiming to better a time of 5 hours with a previous best of 5 hours and 3 seconds in 2003 the 4 months of
training were put to the test on a damp, cool and windless St George's day. Ideal weather really. Canary Wharf at 20 miles demonstrated the dreaded Marathon Wall but
with well wishers offering sweets I found extra energy to keep going even through a heavy shower as I passed the Tower of London. I'm glad that it was dry at the finish
and even happier that the time was 4h 46m 08s.
It's not too late to sponsor either or both of them:
John's charity is The Lavender Trust at Breast Cancer Care: http://www.justgiving.com/mozart or email John.Raper@scottwilson.com
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Andrew was running for The Prostate Cancer Charity: http://www.justgiving.com/43609andrewwilson or email Andrew.Wilson@scottwilson.com
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Motorcycle Egg Run
A great big thank you for all the people in Scott Wilson who donated to the Yorkhill Sick Kids Hospital motorcycle egg run in Glasgow. The total money raised by Andrew
Lynch and Ross Boyd in the Glasgow office was £310. This was put together with Rollin Bones Motorcycle club to a total of £2400. It was estimated 8000 motorcycles
paraded through Glasgow to the Hospital

The Motorcycle Action Group (MAG) who organised the event has said the amount raised is in the region of £24,000.
Once again thank you for your support.
Contact Andrew Lynch, Graduate Electrification Engineer, SW Railways, Glasgow
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Jobs
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International Division have an excellent opportunity for a young graduate structural engineer in our Bangkok office.
You would have 3-7 years experience on building structures and your role will be to support the structural section manager and assisting with international clients.
You should have good communications skills and be positive/outgoing.
We believe this is an ideal opportunity to give a young engineer international exposure and the contract will initially be for one yr with a view to making the role
permanent.
If you are interested in the above position please contact Jo Webb in Basingstoke

●
●
●

Quality Manager - Swindon. Reference: SWR83
Head of Engineering Management - Swindon preferred, but can be flexible.
Project Administrator - Swindon. Reference: SWR84

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Amanda Haines, Swindon and quote the relevant reference number.

Please ensure you have advised your current line manager before formally applying for any of the above positions. Applications should be sent to the relevant contact by
e-mail, quoting the Job Title shown, with a copy of your most recent CV, SW Grade/Salary and any additional information to support your application.

To view all jobs at Scott Wilson please visit the website www.scottwilson.com/jm/publish/ Please note that vacancies displayed on the website will not show internal
grade or division .
top

Buy and Sell
For Sale: Renault Clio 1.2 16V Dynamique
Click here for details
Contact Nick Jansen, Swindon
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For Sale: Citroen AX GT
Click here for further details
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For Sale

England Flags - Why not support England this World Cup with an England supporter's flag (apologies to everyone
in Scotland, Ireland and Wales!)

The flag is 190mm by 145mm mounted on 380mm flag pole with 'Come On England' written across the middle.
Each flag is only 50p (plus 50p p & p upto 60g in weight). Discounts are available for large orders.

Please contact Simon Hewitt in Basingstoke
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Articles for Interchange
Articles should be submitted by close of business on Monday to Interchange@scottwilson.com
Articles must be no longer than 300 words and all pictures should be in JPEG or similar format. The contact, e-mail, and job title of the contributor should be submitted
with each article.
top
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Buy & Sell

Edinburgh Airport Rail Link

Issue 68

On Friday 28th April 2006 Keith Wallace had the pleasure of signing the Contract for Technical Support and Design Services
Consultant Technical Services Supplier to tie Ltd Edinburgh Airport Rail Link.

05/05/2006

The win was secured despite stiff competition from all of our main competitors, and extends Scott Wilson's future on this prestigious
project, the biggest in Scotland.
As always the success is the result of a great team effort, so thanks go to all those who rose to the challenge.

This Week's Headlines
BUPA
EARL Contract Signed

Full Article

Company News
Private Medical Insurance Scheme
Following discussions with our insurance advisers, Griffiths & Armour, it has been decided that the scheme will remain with BUPA for the next twelve months period
commencing 1st May 2006. At this time the annual premiums are set based on the claims record for the previous year.
Our claims record has been high over the last year therefore the premiums for this scheme year 2006/2007 will increase. Please note that this increase is the first
dependant’s increase that we have made in the last three scheme years.
The following annual premiums will apply from 1st May 2006.

Employee

£207.82 (monthly £17.32) - Paid for by the Company (Taxed by the Revenue as a Benefit)

Spouse/Partner

£425.15 (monthly £35.43)
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Child, or Children

£219.28 (monthly £18.27) - (under age 21, or 24 if in full time education)

This change will be reflected in the May payroll, for all BUPA members.
The criteria to join the Company Private Medical Insurance Scheme is available to all staff from the date of your appointment. If however you are not in the scheme and
wish to join you can do so at any time.
Please note you are only in the Company scheme when you have completed an application form and returned it to your local HR team and received your membership
number from BUPA. To check that you are in the scheme you would have received a membership certificate from BUPA, and this ‘Benefit in Kind’ will be taxed via the
payroll and appear on your payslip. We have been advised by the Revenue that a number of employees who complete Self-Assessment Tax Returns each year, are
declaring this benefit, and are liable to be taxed twice.
For employees that have Family Membership please note that children are covered in the scheme under the age of 21 years, or 24 years if still in full time education. If
any of your children, as at 1st May 2006, no longer meet this criteria can you please notify me as soon as possible so that your membership and, if relevant, your
monthly contribution can be adjusted. Failure to do this may result in you paying for children that would not be covered under the Company Private Health Scheme.
Please be aware that full details of the Scheme’s Procedure, benefit/cover, eligibility etc are available for viewing on UNITE, SWIMS 2/HR and Employment/Company
Private Medical Health.
Contact Lynda Skipper, Group HR, Basingstoke.
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Projects & Disciplines
Edinburgh Airport Rail Link
On Friday 28th April 2006 Keith Wallace had the pleasure of signing the Contract for Technical Support and Design Services Consultant Technical Services Supplier to
tie Ltd Edinburgh Airport Rail Link. Scott Wilson’s role will be to take forward the parliamentary designs to GRIP
level 4; prepare contracts; and supervise the works on behalf of the Client, thereby completing what commenced
with our conceptual study of 1999.
The win was secured despite stiff competition from all of our main competitors, and extends Scott Wilson's future
on this prestigious project, the biggest in Scotland. This success, in conjunction with Crossrail, represents a
significant step forward for our business, adding to our already large order book and bringing with it far greater
certainty for the foreseeable future. The project will help cement our position as market leader in multi-disciplinary
technical support to Heavy Rail Bills. Valued at between c£18m over a five year period, the project beats
Crossrail as the largest rail project which SWR have won at the outset.
As always the success is the result of a great team effort, so thanks go to all those who rose to the challenge.
Delivering it will also present us with a challenge. However around half of the work is planned for delivery through
our partners, the Group (Scotland & Ireland), Halcrow, Turner & Townsend & Aedas, and Donaldson's who are novated to Scott Wilson as Geotechnical Consultant,
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which was separately procured.
The project is due to start immediately, however the first three months will see a gradual build up, with full resourcing planned for around three months time. This will
give us time to consider resourcing plans and sits well with the gradual slow down of WCRM Scotland around the same time.
Scott Wilson is delighted to welcome Malcolm Peart who joins us as Project Director. Malcolm has considerable worldwide experience in Airports and Railway
Tunnelling, including being Project Manager on the Changi Airport Rail Link for five years.
Contact Joanna Smith, Glasgow.

top

People
New Starters in Abingdon office
A belated welcome to Paul Giesberg who started as Principal Environmental Consultant on 3rd April and welcome to Alessandro di Cesare who started on 2nd May in
Architecture.

top

Social and Community
The Williams Wood Golf Challenge
The Telford office will be hosting this year’s 'Williams Wood' golfing event at Worfield Golf Club (between Bridgnorth and Wolverhampton) on Tuesday 20th June 2006 a location map and details will be available nearer the time.
A cordial invitation is extended to all offices to enter a team (or teams) of four to compete for this prestigious trophy.
If you intend entering could you please email: Bob Elcock as soon as possible.

top

Measor Mashie Golf
The 2006 Measor Mashie is to be held at Weybrook Park Golf Course in Basingstoke on 4th August.
This event is held annually for the now famous 'Measor Mashie' donated by one time Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick Partner Oliver Measor. The event is open to all Scott
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Wilson employees and will comprise 18 holes of golf followed by a meal and prizegiving.
The main aim of the day is that colleagues get the chance to meet and to enjoy a friendly afternoon playing golf.
I would welcome all golfers of any standard who would like to participate and would ask that in the first place, they confirm their interest by email or by memo to me here
in Basingstoke.
If anyone would like more information on the day, please contact me.
Contact John Andrews, Basingstoke Geotechnics

top

The Birmingham Inter-Consultancy Football Competition 2006
Scott Wilson in Birmingham has registered a team for second Birmingham Inter-Consultancy Football Competition, to be played at Birmingham University.
The 6-a-side competition, which started on Tuesday 2nd May 2006, has attracted 16 teams from consultancy organisations in Birmingham, up from 12 last year. The
competition will run for 7 weeks. Isaac Muyinza has been key in the organisation of the competition and Scott Wilson has provided sponsorship. Other sponsors are
Atkins and Mott MacDonald.
The competition offers an opportunity for friendly rivalry, social fun and the settling of scores! For young and old, the competition also provides a valuable opportunity to
meet and make useful professional contacts.
Once again, interest in the competition has been more than overwhelming. The teams that have registered to take part include: Scott Wilson, Atkins, Mott MacDonald,
Halcrow, Cox Turner Morse, Faber Maunsell, AmeyMouchel, JMP, WSP, Pell Frischmann, Birmingham City Council, TPI, Mouchel Parkman, RPS, Nolan Associates
and Parsons Brinckerhoff.
Scott Wilson opens against Faber Maunsell followed in quick succession by a match against Pell Frischmann. The team is buzzing with confidence, not least as a result
of a morale-boosting win against a strong challenge from the Telford Office team last Tuesday. There is genuine hope that we can go further than the third-place we
achieved last year. The manager Isaac Muyinza said in an interview last week “the boys have been playing well in practice, but we all know there’s no easy game at this
level”
The squad for the competition includes: Neil McCormack, Isaac Muyinza, Ajab Khan, Denzel Hamilton, Paul Wilcock, Christopher Prydderch, Kevin Porter, Robert
Carter, Toby Joyce, Liam Burke, Ronan Finch, Philip Bant, Mark Newbrook, Ranbir Chung, Paul Freestone, Andy Knowles, Adam Perkins, Nigel Pearson.
If you would like to come along and support the lads then please contact me for a copy of the fixture list. Also we are looking to organise a Scott Wilson inter-office
competition. If someone has any ideas or has made any progress, we would be happy to join hands.
Contact Neil McCormack, Birmingham

top
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The Untouchables....
...or so it looked on paper. SW London were invited by Land Securities (LS) to participate in the first LS one day
5-a-side tournament alongside other engineers/ planners/ designers/ architects and cost consultants, held in late
April at Goals near Wembley.

Competition was clearly of the highest standard and once the draw was made we knew how serious a battle this was going to be. Having been grouped with Arup, HED
and Foreman Roberts the objective was simple: do not lose to the landscape architects at all costs !
Meanwhile, the opportunity to advance to the Quarter Final and creatively tackle ex Scott Wilson employee Mike Grimmel was proving irresistible. Looking at the SW
squad, it had everything: in Markus a German captain to make sure we were ok with penalties, Welsh wizardry on the left wing, antipodean fitness, youth, an old head
older than Ali Daei and then there was Courtney - surely we were odds on to win the tournament? We lost our first game 7-1!
Following a team talk that I cannot repeat, we managed to put enough points on the board to advance to the Quarter Final, drawing our client Land Sec. It was only
honourable that we allowed our esteemed client to win! Following elimination and a few beers later the evening was rounded off with the awards ceremony, with WSP
winning the LS trophy. But SW were not to leave empty-handed, securing the Roy Keane Award for Courteous Acceptance of all Decisions. We're already looking
forward to next year's tournament.
Contact Jamshid Soheili - London

top

Jobs
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Senior Consultant - Peterborough Office. Grade 3.2 Vacancy Reference Number UKS275/06
Health & Safety Consultant - Matlock Office. Grade 3.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS276/0
Principal Project Manager - Plymouth Office. Grade 4.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS277/06
Temporary Assistant Flood Risk Specialist x 2 -Basingstoke Office. Grade 2.1-2.3 Vacancy Reference Number UKS228/06
Assistant Transport Planner - Ashford Office. Grade 2.1-3.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS253/06
Engineer x 2 - Basingstoke Office. Grade 3.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS278/06
Senior Engineer - Basingstoke Office. Grade 3.2 Vacancy Reference Number UKS280/06

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Ruth Eskdale, Basingstoke and quote the relevant reference number.

Central Division currently has the following new vacancy:●

Technical Assistant- Basingstoke (ref code C585)

If you are interested in the above position please contact Laura Webb, Chesterfield and quote the relevant reference number.

Please ensure you have advised your current line manager before formally applying for any of the above positions. Applications should be sent to the relevant contact by
e-mail, quoting the Job Title shown, with a copy of your most recent CV, SW Grade/Salary and any additional information to support your application.

To view all jobs at Scott Wilson please visit the website www.scottwilson.com/jm/publish/ Please note that vacancies displayed on the website will not show internal
grade or division .
top

Buy and Sell
Cup Final Tickets
Can anybody who has any spare FA Cup Final Tickets to get in touch with Paul Gerrard (Safety, Quality and Environmental Manager) in the Telford Office.

top

For Sale: Traditional solid oak leaded glass fronted cabinet
Click here for further details

top
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For Sale: Brand New BenQ Joybook 5000U
Click here for details
Contact Kian Leong Soon, Swindon

top

For exchange:
I have 42 Bosnia and Herzegovina Convertible Marka (BAM) that I'm willing to exchange for 14 GBP. No Bureau De Change wants them!
Contact Mark Bridges, Guildford

top

Articles for Interchange
Articles should be submitted by close of business on Monday to Interchange@scottwilson.com
Articles must be no longer than 300 words and all pictures should be in JPEG or similar format. The contact, e-mail, and job title of the contributor should be submitted
with each article.
top
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Buy & Sell

Company News

Issue 69
12/05/2006

Scott Wilson Pension Scheme 'A Day' Announcement
From Geoff French, Chairman of the Trustees of the Scott Wilson Pension Scheme
You may be aware that the Government has introduced new legislation that will have an impact on pension schemes and how we
all fund our retirement.

This Week's Headlines
Pensions ‘A Day’
Customs & Excise

Full details of the impact of these changes are on Unite under Swims 2 / HR and Employment / Pensions. All members of the Scott
Wilson Pension Scheme, either Final Salary or Money Purchase, are encouraged to read this information.

Almaty Closure
SW Presentation

top

Issues raised by HM Customs and Excise at recent VAT inspection
We were visited recently by HM Customs for a VAT audit. The vast majority of our transactions were found to be correctly treated
but the following issues were raised and our internal controls need to address these points.
1. Business Entertainment
We cannot reclaim VAT on items where Business Entertainment is involved. HMRC regard business entertainment as including:
Provision of food and drink
Provision of accommodation
Provision of theatre and concert tickets
Entry to sporting events and facilities
Entry to clubs, nightclubs etc; and
Use of capital goods such as yachts and aircraft for the purposes of entertaining
For working lunches, we are able to re-claim the proportion of the VAT which relates to our employees but not the proportion
relating to client staff. For non-work related entertaining such as attendance at sporting events, we are not able to claim any VAT
back when a client is present.
2. Invoices for our services with related travel costs
Our Sales Invoices should include VAT on the whole amount whenever the service we are providing has VAT. Some invoices were
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found which had VAT only on the service amount with no VAT on other expenses such as travel costs. Other expenses are to be
treated as part of the service provided for VAT purposes.
3. Mileage Expenses
The rules have recently changed regarding mileage expense claims. Where previously we did not need to provide VAT receipts for
mileage claims, now we do. Mileage claims should be supported with a VAT receipt which should cover the amount of miles
claimed either just before, after or during the trip.
Please have regard to the above when processing your invoices and expenses as from now.
4. Billings for Training Services
Most of our billings come into the category of services relating to property. In such instances we must apply VAT where the property
is in the UK. If the property is overseas, no UK VAT is applied. In the case of Billings relating to training services, the test is where
the training took place, so if the training course or lecture is in the UK we must apply VAT even if the client has come from overseas.
Contact Steve Rollason, Basingstoke

top

Closure of Scott Wilson Central Asia LLP
The Kazakhstan regional office in Almaty has been closed with immediate effect, as part of a planned reorganisation within the
International Division of the company. This closure is in line with the company’s strategy of consolidating regional operations within
5 existing locations: Poland [Eastern Europe], India [South Asia], Thailand [SE Asia], Bahrain/Dubai [Gulf] and Southern Africa.
Current projects in the Central Asia region will be managed by Natasha Eremeeva and George Rutt in the Basingstoke office. Any
enquiries about the region should be directed to them in the first instance.

top

Scott Wilson Presentation
A Scott Wilson general PowerPoint presentation is available on Unite.
The presentation includes Directors Who’s Who, showcases of projects, turnover, company background, offices and services.
If you would like access to the presentation please click here to access on Unite
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Contact Nicole Hughes, Basingstoke

top

Projects & Disciplines

No news this week

top

People

Welcome to Kaloyana Kostova, an Assistant Engineer who started in the Bridges team, Basingstoke on 2 May.

top

Welcome to Stuart Woodin who joined Scott Wilson (PED London) part-time on the 19th April as a Senior Social Development Consultant. He is focusing on the
integrating and extending of Scott Wilson’s community engagement and consultation work across its many projects.
Stuart Woodin has over 25 years experience in community regeneration, community development and partnership working at the
neighbourhood, town and city-wide levels. He brings a passion for community, together with a wide knowledge of regeneration policy and
practice.
As a Neighbourhood Renewal Advisor with the ODPM for 3 years and director of a community participation consultancy, Stuart has worked
on all the major housing and regeneration programmes, including estate improvement programmes. He has also carried out many smaller
capacity building training and facilitation commissions for voluntary organisations, councillors, residents and professionals in strategic
planning, community participation & development, community building and sense of place.

top
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Welcome to Jamie Laing who joined the Newcastle Office on 2 May as a Graduate Engineer.
Jamie studied Structural Engineering & Construction Management in Newcastle University and last year worked for K. F.
Shadbolt & Partners as a structural engineer. Her previous experience is mainly in the structural design of commercial
and residential buildings.

top

The UKS Core Marketing team welcomes Peter Henderson, who joins us as a Business Development & Research
Assistant.
He will be undertaking regular competitor research, as well as ad-hoc research requirements, scanning the trade press
for business opportunities, maintaining registrations, undertaking duties relating to ACT! and Unite, and bid coordination.
He can be found on the 2nd floor of Scott Wilson.

top

Social and Community

Kathrin Reuther, Landscape Architect at the Abingdon office, has successfully completed the Patrouille des Glaciers (PDG) 2006 in Switzerland.
As the longest and largest one-day ski-mountaineering competition in Europe the PDG follows the Haute Route for 40 miles from Zermatt to Verbier. In between,
competitors yo-yo 27,000 feet over glaciers, up couloirs, and down crevasse-pleated faces. This year, the 3000 competitors came from across Europe to take part in this
extraordinary event..
Kathrin survived and finished the course in 14 hrs 14 min. Her team - Patrouille 147: Bavarian Mountain Rescue Service Munich - started at 11pm and they walked
through the night into a wonderful bright day. In some parts the teams of three patrouilleurs had to be roped together, in others they carried the skis on their back and
ascended or descended steep rock / snow faces by foot. Supported by some friends who were waving them good bye in Zermatt, offered hot tea 6 hours later in Arolla,
cheered them up on top of the Rosablanche at 11am and finally welcomed them with flowers and beer in Verbier.
The PDG was conceived in 1943 as an exercise for Swiss army units detailed with patrolling their country's border with Italy. In 1984, it was re-cast as an endurance
event, aimed at the most hardcore of winter sports athletes.
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The photos show Kathrin at the start at 11pm and the Patrouille 147 team at the finish line.

top

2006 Measor Mashie Golf Competition
Further to last week’s announcement of this year’s golf day in Basingstoke, please note that the correct date for the fun and games is the 3rd August (not the 4th as
published).
If anybody has indicated their interest already and has not had the date change confirmed, please reconfirm your intention to play.
For further information on the competition, please contact John Andrews in the Basingstoke office.

top

Jobs
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●
●
●
●
●

Facilities Manager - Basingstoke Office. Grade 3.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS281/06
Senior Sustainability Consultant - Birmingham Office. Grade 3.1/3.2 Vacancy Reference Number UKS282/06
Civil Engineer - Water to be placed in our project office in Falmer, Brighton. Grade 3.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS283/06
Senior Civil Engineer - Water to be place in our project office in Falmer, Brighton. Grade 3.2 Vacancy Reference Number UKS284/06
Business Administrator (Part-time/Job Share) - Papworth Office. Vacancy Reference Number UKS229/06

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Ruth Eskdale, Basingstoke and quote the relevant reference number.

Central Division currently has the following vacancy
●

Assistant Lighting Engineer (Graduate) - Matlock (ref C586)

If you are interested in the above position please contact Laura Webb, Chesterfield and quote the relevant reference number.

International Division have an excellent opportunity in Ethiopia:
Highly experienced RE to join team in Ethiopia and to lead project. Chartered Engineer with at least 15 years of road construction supervision, highway design
experience, experience as an RE on at least 5 road construction projects, working experience as an RE in Sub-Saharan Africa, experience in design and supervision of
bridges, FIDIC Form of Contract experience in contract administration, claims settlement and certification. You should be willing to spend 3 months or more on this
project.
If you are interested in the above position please contact Jo Webb, Basingstoke

Please ensure you have advised your current line manager before formally applying for any of the above positions. Applications should be sent to the relevant contact by
e-mail, quoting the Job Title shown, with a copy of your most recent CV, SW Grade/Salary and any additional information to support your application.

To view all jobs at Scott Wilson please visit the website www.scottwilson.com/jm/publish/ Please note that vacancies displayed on the website will not show internal
grade or division .
top

Buy and Sell
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Wanted:
Dining room table and chairs. All offers welcome. Prefer pine or wood effect/colour.
Contact Thomas Wright, Nottingham

top

Available:
I have a room for rent in spacious house, Palm Street, Walkley, Sheffield, S6 2XF. Located conveniently for bus and tram services, Morrisons and Netto. Light and airy
attic room with double bed, desk, bookcase etc and virtually sole use of bathroom.
£180/pcm not including bills/council tax.
Please contact Bridget Hall, Chesterfield. I can provide photos on request.

top

For Sale: Pedigree Black Labrador Puppies (Location: Combe Down, Bath)
Contact Liz Williams, London
Click here for further details

top

For Sale: Brand New BenQ Joybook 5000U with one year warranty
Click here for details
Contact Kian Leong Soon, Swindon

top

Articles for Interchange
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Articles should be submitted by close of business on Monday to Interchange@scottwilson.com
Articles must be no longer than 300 words and all pictures should be in JPEG or similar format. The contact, e-mail, and job title of the contributor should be submitted
with each article.
top
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M8 White Cart Viaduct Upgrade at Glasgow Airport

Issue 70

A £3.8 million project to replace the parapets and lighting columns on the 800 metres long White Cart Viaduct has just been
completed on schedule.

19/05/2006

This project is the first phase of four phases of work planned for the bridge; phase three being a £20 million contract to strengthen
the box girders, currently being designed by SWSL.
Full Article

This Week's Headlines
White Cart Viaduct Upgrade
Annual Ceilidh
ICE Go-Karting Challenge

Company News

No news this week

top

Projects & Disciplines
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M8 White Cart Viaduct Upgrade at Glasgow Airport
A £3.8 million project to replace the parapets and lighting columns on the 800 metres long White Cart Viaduct has just been completed on schedule.
The high-level, steel, box girder bridge was built in 1968, and now carries over 80,000 vehicles daily. SWSL
assessed the bridge in 1997 and identified a number of essential strengthening and refurbishment works required.

This project is the first phase of four phases of work planned for the bridge; phase three being a £20 million contract to strengthen the box girders, currently being
designed by SWSL.
Working for Trunk Road Maintenance Contractor, Amey Infrastructure Services, the project was planned and designed by the structures team in Glasgow, led by Willie
Murphy, and comprised the installation of 1800 metres of high-containment barrier and new lighting columns.
Despite the inevitable disruption to the road users and Glasgow airport, the work was urgently required, as the area beneath and adjacent to the viaduct has been
heavily developed in recent years to include parking, hotels, and a petrol station, and furthermore the existing columns in the central reserve were corroding and
vulnerable to collision.
After an extensive study of the options for improving the vehicle containment SWSL recommended the Sistema barrier, a non-rigid form of steel barrier designed and
developed in Italy, used for the first time in Scotland. The barrier is designed to act as a “heavy chain” to absorb the energy of an impact from vehicles without
transferring unacceptably high forces to the existing structure, thus making it ideal for installation on existing bridges. In order to accommodate the barrier’s working
width, the existing verges had to be reconstructed, and localised deck slab strengthening designed. For access to the new lighting columns, supported on the existing
deck copes, and the existing drainage sumps, Sistema proposed special 1 metre long draw-out units, which incorporate wheels.
Construction on this lane occupation contract, with onerous penalties for delays, started in early March and after 12 weeks of almost round –the-clock work by main
contractor, MacKenzie , the project was successfully completed last week. Hamish Bennett, assisted by Ally Bain, ably undertook site supervision of the contractor.
Meticulous attention to “constructability” issues by SWSL during the design stage meant that the successful contractor was able to programme and price the work
accurately, resulting in no redesign and no delays due to design matters during construction.
Finally, a major contributor to the project’s success was the comprehensive consultation exercise undertaken with all the local businesses and affected parties
throughout the design and construction stages. A press conference was arranged by AIS and adverts and flyers were used to inform the travelling public.
Congratulations to all concerned – bring on phases 2, 3 and 4!
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Contact Mike Hackney, Technical Director, Glasgow

top

People
Congratulations to Conor Brown, Facilities Management, Basingstoke, who has gained the following qualifications: NVQ Level 5 IT, City & Guilds Advanced Diploma for
IT Users and City & Guilds Advanced Apprenticeship for IT. Well done Conor.
Congratulations to Andrew McMenamin, Project Engineer in the West Midlands bridges team, on passing the Institution of Civil Engineers' Chartered Professional
Review. Well done from all of the Bridges Resource Group.

top

Social and Community
Annual Ceilidh
The Scott Wilson Scotland & Ireland Division held its Annual Ceilidh on Friday 28th April 2006 in St Andrews
Square, Glasgow.

Over 180 employees & partners from the Glasgow, Edinburgh, Inverness, Newcastle, Dublin and Belfast Offices
attended the event, including Geoff French (Group Chairman) and Jerome Munro-Lafon ( CEO of UKS). The
night was a great success with a talented local Ceilidh band providing the music and all those in attendance
providing a cordial atmosphere mixed with energetic dancing.
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A buffet with copious amounts of delicious food and a free bar helped to make it a night to remember, or maybe not for those who took full advantage of the bar!
Thank you to Harlene O’Neill and Donald McMurray who organised the event and to everyone who attended and helped round the year off in style. Hope to see you all
again.

top

ICE Go-Karting Challenge
On Saturday 6th May, six Scott Wilson teams from the Basingstoke and London Offices entered the ICE GoKarting Challenge, at the Hawkhurst Stadium, Reading. The challenge was an endurance racing event over two
hours, which required teams to exercise strategy in mechanical pit stops and driver changes, as well as raw ontrack pace.
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The event also raised funds and awareness for the Scott Wilson Millennium Project (SWMP) a registered charity, focused upon the relief of poverty, hardship and
distress amongst children in developing countries throughout the world.
Despite Scott Wilson teams picking up first and second positions on the grid, by a significant margin over the various other teams, the highest placed Scott Wilson team
finished third. The lessons learnt? Spend less time in the “sin-bin” and more on the track! An afternoon of hotly contested racing was thoroughly enjoyed by all.
Thanks to all the Scott Wilson staff who gave sponsorship to SWMP and assisted in organising the event, particularly Nicola Holloway.

Teams in SWMP Colours
Top L-R: Barney Burman, Keith Patrick
Below L-R: Marine Jorigny, Phillipe Peret, Graham Hood, James Glover, Robert Thomson, Nick Hall.
Contact Keith Patrick, Ports, Basingstoke

top

World Cup for Charity
During the World Cup I will be attempting to raise as much money as possible for charity (Sight Savers) and I'd be delighted if you could help !
To do this please enter one or both of the two competitions below.
1. "The Final Match"
For £2 simply predict the World Cup Winner and the runner up. Half of all money collected will be given as a prize.
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2. " The Scores"
Here you can predict the scores and winners in each football match together with the group positions. It costs just £4 to enter and there will be a £40 prize for the winner.
All money received minus any prizes will go to Sight Savers - I promise I was not thinking about referees and football matches at the time! Sight Savers is a worthy
charity that helps restore sight to many sufferers around the world. More information on this charity can be found at www.sightsavers.org.uk
By taking part in either or both of these competitions you will fundamentally change the lives of needy people around the world; a real consolation if by some remote
chance England don't storm to victory in Germany!
Both competitions are attached to this message. Simply fill out the form(s) and send them to me at martin.lavers@portsmouthcc.gov.uk. For further information please
contact me by email or on 07977 255371. Closing date is the 8 June 2006
Click for the scores and the final match details.
Many thanks - Martin Lavers, working out of Portsmouth for the Scott Wilson's Bridges Resource Group

top

Jobs

●
●
●
●

Environmental Assistant Consultant - Nottingham or Chesterfield Offices. Grade 2.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS1002/06
Senior Air Quality Consultant - Nottingham Office. Grade 3.2 Vacancy Reference Number UKS1003/06
Principal Engineer, Structures - London Office. Grade 4.1 Vacancy Reference Number UKS1001/06
Senior Health & Safety Consultant - Basingstoke Office. Grade 3.2 Vacancy Reference Number UKS1005/06

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Ruth Eskdale, Basingstoke and quote the relevant reference number.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Bridge Engineers, Glasgow - Reference: SWR86
Geotechnical Engineers, Glasgow - Reference: SWR87
Multi-disciplinary Engineers, Glasgow - Reference: SWR88
CAD Manager, Glasgow - Reference: SWR89
Civil Engineers, Glasgow - Reference: SWR90
Project Administrator, Swindon – Reference: SWR94
Communications Assistant – Swindon. Reference: SWR85
Chief Engineer/Engineering Manager - Crossrail MDC Project - London Projects Unit. Reference: SWR91. Closing Date: 30 May 06
Design Manager - Crossrail MDC Project - London Projects Unit. Reference: SWR92 Closing Date: 30 May 06
Project Management Assistants/Assistant Engineers - Crossrail MDC Project. London Projects Unit. Reference: SWR93. Closing Date: 30 May 06

If you are interested in the above position please contact Amanda Haines, Swindon and quote the relevant reference number.
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Central Division currently have the following new vacancies
●
●
●
●
●

Technical Assistant, Chesterfield, Waste Management (ref code C572)
Part-time Administrative Assistant, Chesterfield, Waste Management (ref code C571)
Graduate Ecologist, Manchester (ref code C590)
Ecologist, Manchester, (ref code C589)
Environmental Impact Assessment Co-ordinator, Birmingham (ref code C588)

If you are interested in any of the above positions please contact Laura Webb, Chesterfield and quote the relevant reference number.

Please ensure you have advised your current line manager before formally applying for any of the above positions. Applications should be sent to the relevant contact by
e-mail, quoting the Job Title shown, with a copy of your most recent CV, SW Grade/Salary and any additional information to support your application.

To view all jobs at Scott Wilson please visit the website www.scottwilson.com/jm/publish/ Please note that vacancies displayed on the website will not show internal
grade or division .
top

Buy and Sell
Available: Spain, Nerja, Costa Del Sol.
Two bedroom apartment available 17th June to 1st July.
Click here for details.
Contact Paul Brooks, London

top

For Sale: Pedigree Black Labrador Puppies (Location: Combe Down, Bath)
Contact Liz Williams, London
Click here for details

top
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Interchange

Articles for Interchange
Articles should be submitted by close of business on Monday to Interchange@scottwilson.com
Articles must be no longer than 300 words and all pictures should be in JPEG or similar format. The contact, e-mail, and job title of the contributor should be submitted
with each article.
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